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Abstract 
The goal of my dissertation project is to isolate processes people engage in during working 
memory (WM) encoding and maintenance, and to further examine the impact of these processes 
on long-term memory (LTM) formation. The interest arises from the hypothesis that individual 
and group differences in long-term memory abilities might reflect (age-related) variations in WM 
(Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000). Further, the present work was inspired by the assumption that 
maintenance of information in WM relies on cognitive processes such as refreshing in which 
attention is redirected to representations of the to-be-remembered information, and elaboration in 
which memory representations are enriched through links to related knowledge in LTM.  
I conducted two lines of experiments to test the above assumptions: In the first I collect 
behavioural as well as neural evidence for a distinction of refreshing and elaboration. The 
behavioural data show that elaboration does not benefit WM but LTM of young adults.  The 
latter is not the case for older adults, which hints at a potential cause for memory deficits related 
to aging. Further, I applied multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) of functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) data to identify and differentiate brain activation patterns associated 
with refreshing or elaborating memory items during a WM task in young and older adults. In the 
second line of experiments, I investigated the importance of establishing and maintaining 
bindings in WM to age differences in associative LTM. Equating WM for bindings between 
young and older adults reduced, but did not fully eliminate, the associative LTM deficit in the 
older adults. I conclude that reduced WM capacity does not cause the LTM deficit of older adults. 
Rather, both WM and LTM deficits are reflections of a common cause, that is related to time 
afforded for encoding. Taken together, both lines of experiments provide a deeper insight into 
the relationship of WM and LTM, with evidence for their distinct susceptibility to elaboration as 
well as evidence against the causal role of WM capacity limits to LTM deficits in older adults.  
Zusammenfassung 
Das Ziel meines Dissertationsprojekts ist es, Prozesse zu isolieren, die bei der Enkodierung 
und Aufrechterhaltung des Arbeitsgedächtnisses (AG) eine Rolle spielen, und die Auswirkungen 
dieser Prozesse auf die Langzeitgedächtnisbildung (LZG) zu untersuchen. Das Interesse folgt aus 
der Hypothese, dass (altersbedingte)Inter-individuelle- und Gruppenunterschiede bei der 
Langzeitgedächtnisbildung , Variationen im WM widerspiegeln (Zacks, Hasher & Li, 2000) 
Darüber hinaus wurde die vorliegende Arbeit von der Annahme motiviert, dass die 
Aufrechterhaltung von Informationen im AG auf kognitiven Prozessen beruht, wie zum Beispiel 
dem Refreshing, bei dem die Aufmerksamkeit auf Repräsentationen der zu erinnerenden 
Information fokussiert wird, und die Elaboration, bei der die Gedächtnisrepräsentationen durch 
Verbindungen zu verwandten LZG -Netzwerken angereichert werden.  
Ich habe zwei Versuchsreihen durchgeführt, um die obigen Annahmen zu überprüfen: In der 
ersten zeige ich sowohl verhaltens- als auch neuronale Evidenz für eine Unterscheidung von 
Refreshing und Elaboration. Die Verhaltensdaten zeigen, dass die Elaboration nicht das AG, 
aber das LZG von jungen Erwachsenen stärkt. Letzteres ist bei älteren Erwachsenen nicht der 
Fall, was auf eine mögliche Ursache für altersbedingte Gedächtnisdefizite hindeutet. Weiterhin 
habe ich multivariate Muster-Analysen (MVPA) von funktionellen Magnetresonanztomographie 
(fMRI) - Daten implementiert, um Gehirnaktivierungsmuster zu identifizieren und zu 
differenzieren, die mit dem Refreshing oder der Elaboration von Gedächtnisinhalten während 
einer AG-Aufgabe bei jungen und älteren Erwachsenen assoziiert sind. In der zweiten 
Versuchsreihe untersuchte ich, wie wichtig es für das assoziativen LZG ist, Bindungen im AG zu 
etablieren und aufrechtzuerhalten. Ausgeglichenes AG für Bindungen zwischen jungen und 
älteren Erwachsenen reduzierte, aber eliminierte das assoziative LZG-Defizit in älteren 
Erwachsenen nicht vollständig. Ich komme zu dem Schluss, dass eine verringerte AG-Kapazität 
nicht das LZG-Defizit älterer Erwachsener verursacht. Vielmehr sind sowohl AG als auch LZG-
Defizite Abbild einer gemeinsamen Ursache, die mit der für die Enkodierung zur Verfügung 
stehenden Zeit zusammenhängt. Zusammengefasst gewähren beide Experimentreihen einen 
tieferen Einblick in das Verhältnis von AG und LZG mit Hinweisen auf ihre ausgeprägte 
Anfälligkeit für die Ausarbeitung sowie Evidenz gegen die kausale Rolle von AG-
Kapazitätsgrenzen für LZG-Defizite bei älteren Erwachsenen. 
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1. Introduction 
Working memory (WM) is understood as a system for holding a limited amount of 
information available for processing (Baddeley, 1986), whereas episodic long-term memory 
(LTM) is conceptualized as the system for permanently storing, managing, and retrieving 
information for later use, and its capacity could be unlimited (Tulving, 1972). Two important 
aspects of these systems are currently under debate: (1) the architecture of the human memory 
system in general as well as (2) what limits WM capacity. Within the first debate one group of 
models understands WM and LTM as two separable systems of memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 
1968; Baddeley, 2012; Barrouillet & Camos, 2015), whereas others conceptualize memory as a 
unitary system (e.g., Crowder, 1982; Melton, 1963; Nairne, 1990, 2002).  Intermediate theories 
that fill positions in between these extreme views conceptualize WM as a subset of LTM 
representations that – for a limited time – are in a qualitatively higher state of accessibility 
(Cowan, 1995; McElree, 1998, 2006; Oberauer, 2002). 
One of these intermediate conceptualizations is the Three Embedded Components Model 
(Oberauer, 2002, 2009) in which WM comprises of three functionally distinct sets of 
representations, embedded in LTM: 1) the activated part of LTM, 2) the region of direct access, 
and 3) the focus of attention. In the model, LTM is understood as an associated network of 
representations, which can be activated through perceptual input or spread of activation from 
associated representations. Those subsequently activated representations constitute the first 
component of WM, namely the activated part of LTM. The second component is the region of 
direct access: a subset of those activated representations is bound to contexts, establishing item-
context bindings. These serve as retrieval cues and could for instance link the item to its serial 
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position in a list, its location, or to a feature such as an object’s shape or color. Following from 
this, the function of the region of direct access is to allow for quick access to a subset of 
representations. The third component comprises of the focus of attention, which selects one1 
element among those currently held in the region of direct access for concurrent processing.  
What follows from the model is a central role for relational information (i.e. associations 
& bindings) in the organization of memory representations: On the one hand, WM is 
conceptualized as a system built of item-context bindings, within the aforementioned region of 
direct access. It is responsible for their formation and to potentially use them as retrieval cues. 
On the other hand, LTM is understood as an associated network of representations. As far as this 
relational information (i.e. bindings/associations) is common to both – conceptualizations of 
WM and LTM – there are important distinctions. 
Bindings in WM are in a sense arbitrary connections of content to other information, such 
as their serial position. The resulting relational information has an immediate significance to the 
system but not all of the concurrent input has to be stored necessarily into LTM. Further, and 
more importantly, the bindings in WM do not necessarily rely on semantic content, whereas this 
is what defines an associative network of representations in LTM. I therefore hypothesized that if 
the memory system of WM and LTM are as closely related as proposed above, WM bindings 
could be strengthened through a mechanism which is similarly beneficial to associative 
representational networks of LTM – namely through elaboration.  
By semantically enriching bindings in WM (such as item-to-serial position) through 
elaboration, these would transform into associative structures in LTM, and thus benefit WM in 
 
1 The number of items held in the focus of attention is currently still under debate. See Oberauer 
and Bialkova (2009), Oberauer and (2012) and Gilchrist and Cowan (2011) for a discussion. 
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two ways: 1) Bindings being transferred into LTM would free capacity in WM and 2) 
semantically enriched bindings would serve as stronger retrieval cues, than arbitrary ones. If 
bindings in WM can be strengthened through processes that involve the semantic content, this 
would become evident in immediate as well as delayed memory performance. Furthermore, any 
deficiency related to the processing (formation, maintenance, strengthening) of bindings would 
have wide consequences - for instance it may be the cause of WM- as well as LTM-deficits in 
older adults.  
Specifically, I investigated this main hypothesis in three different ways. (A1) I directly 
investigate the potential immediate and delayed behavioral benefits of strengthening the 
representations in WM through elaboration and refreshing and (A2) collect neural evidence for 
these processes’ distinct nature and differential effects on WM and LTM. Further, (B) I 
investigate the role of a deficiency in bindings in WM to associative LTM. 
(A) The potential benefits of strengthening representations 
For a better understanding of aspect (A), let’s revisit the following basic WM task: 
Participants are asked to encode and later recall a list of nouns in their serial order, while the 
inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) is experimentally manipulated. A common finding in this WM task 
is that the performance of recalling items in their serial order (immediately or after a delay) 
benefits from extended free time between the individual items at encoding (i.e. a longer ISI). The 
Three Embedded Components model accounts for this finding by assuming that the perceptual 
input elicited by the words activate their semantic representations in LTM. In the region of direct 
access, these active representations are bound to the nouns’ serial position in the list. At test, a 
probe asking for the item presented at a certain serial position, then serves as a retrieval cue for 
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the specific noun. Following this logic, better recall arises from better retrieval cues, which in 
turn are the result of an increase in time to strengthen item-context bindings.  
Indeed, the benefit of a prolonged ISI has been primarily attributed to rehearsal processes 
that act upon the memory representations during that free time (Camos & Portrat, 2015; Souza & 
Oberauer, 2017; Vergauwe, Camos, & Barrouillet, 2014; Vergauwe & Langerock, 2017). Yet, 
two points are under debate here: First, it is unclear what the target of those rehearsal processes 
is: Whether they strengthen the context-content bindings, or whether they act upon the activation 
of content representations themselves, to prevent them from decay-based memory loss 
(Barrouillet, Bernardin, & Camos, 2004; Barrouillet, Bernardin, Portrat, Vergauwe, & Camos, 
2007). Second, it is unclear which rehearsal process causes the (greatest) benefit. Currently three 
processes are discussed in the literature: people could be (1) attending the to-be-remembered 
information by refreshing it, (2) they could be elaborating on it, or (3) perform articulatory 
rehearsal. As an extension of this, it is unclear which cognitive mechanisms underlie refreshing 
and elaboration and in how far they are separable processes.  
Although rehearsal processes are the prominent contender for explaining the memory 
benefits of extended ISIs, an alternative possibility is that free time is used to consolidate each 
just encoded item into WM (Bayliss, Bogdanovs, & Jarrold, 2015; De Schrijver & Barrouillet, 
2017; Ricker, 2015; Ricker & Cowan, 2014).  
 
(B) Age-related deficits in building and maintaining representations in WM and their 
effects on LTM 
The role of age-related deficits in building and maintaining representations such as 
bindings for related aspects of human memory is an extension of the above debates. The 
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efficiency of binding mechanisms, including the strengthening of bindings through rehearsal 
processes, can be a limiting factor for memory performance and may explain age variations in 
WM as well as LTM. In detail, older adults may no longer enrich the arbitrary bindings in WM 
as efficiently with semantic content, resulting in weaker retrieval cues or reduced freeing of WM 
capacity through the transfer of information to associative LTM structures compared to young 
adults.  
 Apart from directly manipulating the processes through experimental instruction, it is 
possible to investigate the role of strengthening bindings in WM to LTM, by quantitatively 
equating the WM for bindings between two populations that have been shown to initially differ 
in memory performance (i.e. young and older adults), and then measure whether the same 
quantity of remembered bindings in WM has led to an equated LTM for those associations. In 
other words, whether equating WM between young and older adults leads to qualitatively 
different representations in older adults, that allowed the built-up of LTM just as in young adults.  
 
The present work 
Taken together, the view on WM suggested by the Three Embedded Component model, 
inspires an interest in the processes that potentially strengthen content-context bindings in WM.  
These processes may serve as a communication mechanism between WM and LTM and can tell 
us more about the architecture of our memory system. Finally, it inspires the interest in whether 
any deficiency in binding processes cause age-related memory deficits. The goal of this 
dissertation is to isolate processes of WM maintenance by investigating their impact on WM as 
well as LTM, to explore their underlying mechanisms and thereby extending the research on how 
WM and LTM communicate and exchange information. Furthermore, this thesis investigates the 
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processes’ role to age-related deficits in LTM as well as the role of bindings in WM in 
explaining these deficits.  
Specifically, I conducted two lines of experiments and implemented behavioural and 
neural measures to test the hypothesis that individual and group differences in long-term memory 
abilities reflect (age-related) variations in WM (Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000). Further, I tested the 
assumption that maintenance of information in WM relies on cognitive processes such as 
refreshing in which attention is redirected to representations of the to-be-remembered 
information, and elaboration in which memory representations are explicitly linked with related 
knowledge in LTM. In the first line of experiments, Study 1 introduces a behavioural paradigm 
to experimentally investigate the impact of elaboration and refreshing on WM and LTM and to 
test the hypothesis that WM performance benefits from semantically enriching the arbitrary item-
serial position bindings in WM through elaboration similarly to how it benefits LTM.  I further 
present results from Study 2 where I use multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) of fMRI data to 
identify and differentiate brain activation patterns associated with refreshing or elaborating 
memory items during this very paradigm in young and older adults. In the second line of 
experiments, in Study 3, I investigate the importance of establishing and maintaining bindings in 
WM to age differences in associative LTM. 
14 
 
 
2. Study 1 – The Effects of Refreshing and Elaboration on Working Memory 
Performance, and their Contributions to Long-term Memory Formation 
2.1 Theoretical Background 
Refreshing is understood as briefly thinking of a stimulus just after it is no longer 
physically present but while its representation is still active (Johnson, Reeder, Raye, & Mitchell, 
2002). The process was introduced as a general attention- based mechanism (attentional 
refreshing; see Camos et al., 2018 for a review) and is assumed to be distinct from articulatory 
rehearsal. Refreshing was proposed as a mechanism for enhancing and prolonging the activation 
of WM representations, by increasing an item’s specific level of activation at each refreshing 
step (Lemaire, Pageot, Plancher, & Portrat, 2017; Portrat & Lemaire, 2015).  Others have 
proposed that refreshing compared to repeated reading of a word also causes increased LTM 
(Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, & Greene, 2004; Johnson, Reeder, Raye, & Mitchell, 2002; Raye, 
Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & Johnson, 2005; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Reeder, & Greene, 2002).  
It is unclear what exactly is being reactivated by refreshing, thereby leaving under debate 
the mechanism of its potential benefit for memory (e.g. under conditions of extended time): The 
current views strongly depend on the researchers’ understanding of the relationship of WM and 
LTM as well as their beliefs of what forms a WM representation. Some researchers argue that 
refreshing strengthens the bindings between items and their contexts, thereby creating stronger 
retrieval-cues for WM as well as LTM – this being in line with the conceptualization of WM in 
the Three Embedded Components model (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Loaiza & Mccabe, 
2012; Oberauer & Hein, 2012; Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2011). They attribute the WM benefit 
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of longer ISIs to the use of this free time to strengthen the bindings between items and their serial 
position through processes like refreshing, resulting in stronger retrieval cues at test.  
Others understand refreshing as a mechanism for preserving and reconstructing the 
complex and multifaceted mental representations built in WM, which otherwise would suffer 
from temporal decay (Barrouillet & Camos, 2015; Johnson, 1992; Johnson & Johnson, 2009). 
Here the finding of WM benefitting from longer encoding times are explained the notion that 
more time to reactivate the items’ representation counteracts decay more. In comparison, when 
less time is available more activation of memory traces is lost. 
Lastly, some views assume that by focusing attention on an item during refreshing, it is 
more deeply encoded into memory and therefore better remembered, as predicted by the levels of 
processing theory (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). If that is the case, the effect of refreshing would be 
closely related to that of elaboration, the second proposed maintenance process in WM and the 
center of the main hypothesis. A deeper encoding into memory could also be conceptualized as 
forming stronger bindings not only to the items’ context at encoding, but also enriching these 
arbitrary bindings with semantic content and as spreading activations in the associative network 
that forms our LTM to closely related representations, and thereby creating additional and more 
distinct retrieval cues.  
 
2.2 Summary of Study 1 
The goal of the first study was to isolate WM maintenance processes and to better 
understand their underlying mechanisms (see also Section 8). Further, the study aimed at 
experimentally testing the hypothesized role of refreshing and elaboration for WM and well as 
LTM formation. Finally, it was to investigate whether refreshing and elaboration are distinct 
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processes, or whether the process of focusing attention on a representation in WM (i.e. 
refreshing) stimulates the linking of the representation to existing networks in LTM (= 
elaboration). I addressed these goals by a series of two experiments in which subjects had to 
sequentially encode a list of six nouns in their serial order. Subsequently either the first or the 
last three-items had to be processed again according to one of four processing conditions: the 
items were either repeated with or without the instructions to form a vivid mental image of the 
items interacting or the items had to be refreshed – again with or without the elaboration 
instruction. In this case the symbols appeared as refreshing-cues in the locations of the to-be-
refreshed items. This was followed by 4-alternatives forced choice task in which for each of the 
6 serial positions the subjects had to choose from a set of possibilities including the correct, two 
lures and a new response option. The second experiment added two baseline conditions to assess 
the level of performance without any processing instruction: In the short condition, recognition 
followed immediately after encoding and in the long condition the participants were given “free 
time” for the same amount of time of the processing phase of the instructed conditions (6 
seconds).  
The experiments revealed evidence that, compared to a no-processing baseline, 
immediate memory was improved by repeating the items, but not by refreshing them. We 
replicated the long-term memory benefit for elaboration, but the results did not support its 
beneficial role for working memory. The baseline-comparison showed that refreshing preserves 
immediate memory but does not improve it beyond the level achieved without any processing. 
Further, there was no long-term memory benefit for refreshed compared to repeated items, which 
had been previously reported in the literature.  
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The results of Study 1 provide first evidence for a differentiation of refreshing and 
elaboration, as the latter showed a benefit for LTM performance, whereas refreshing did not. 
Interestingly, WM was not affected by elaboration, hinting at it not being a beneficial or 
necessary process for WM. Nevertheless, its benefits become evident after a delay, replicating 
the advantage of linking newly encoded information more deeply to its context for LTM. The 
exact mechanisms of the form of elaboration implemented here cannot be decisively uncovered 
by our paradigm, nevertheless it incorporates possible important components of such a 
mechanism. These include (1) the activation of semantic representations of the respective nouns 
as well as (2) the spread activation to related concepts, (3) the mental visualization and thereby 
creation of an integrated, newly constructed representation of the triplet, as well as (4) the 
creation of bindings between the three items. All of these proposed components would have 
resulted in memory benefits through the creation of qualitatively and quantitatively superior 
retrieval cues compared to repeated reading (as operationalized in the paradigm by repeated 
presentation without elaboration). Which of these possible mechanisms underlies the elaboration 
benefit in LTM, has to be the directly investigated in future studies.  
 
3. Study 2 – Dissociating refreshing and elaboration by their neural signatures and 
their effects on working memory and long-term memory in young and old adults 
3.1 Theoretical Background 
First evidence for a distinction of refreshing and elaboration was provided in Study 1, 
where – based on behavioral results of young adults – a differential effect of the processes on 
LTM was shown. The results on WM were uninformative regarding the question of a functional 
distinction of refreshing and elaboration, which lead to the motivation to measure not only the 
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behavioral effects but also the processes elicited neural activation patterns via fMRI. This way, I 
wanted to investigate whether the processes of refreshing and elaboration are distinguishable 
during WM maintenance on a neural level and in how far the neural separability relates to each 
processes’ behavioral consequences.  
These processes have been the focus of several fMRI studies in the past, which either 
investigated elaboration or refreshing, but which independently found similar neural correlates. 
Further, subsequent memory effects in those studies provide evidence for the functional relation 
of the processes’ elicited activation and the formation of memory traces, being tested either 
immediately or after a delay (for details see Section 9). In general, current models of the 
neurocognitive architecture of WM show consensus that the system is characterized by the 
interaction of frontal and posterior cortical areas, as well as sub-cortical structures (D’Esposito & 
Postle, 2015; Eriksson, Vogel, Lansner, Bergström, & Nyberg, 2015). More precisely, 
maintenance in WM supposedly results from the interactions of basic cognitive processes – such 
as attention – with representations in LTM, whereby prefrontally mediated control processes 
operate on posterior neural systems that are specialized for processing the particular perceptual 
representations. Important for my dissertation is the neural evidence incorporated in this 
consensus which supports the involvement of cognitive processes interacting as communication 
systems between new perceptual input and LTM representations. As discussed above, refreshing 
and elaboration have been advanced to serve this function.  
Building on the hypothesized important role of rehearsal process for the establishment of 
representations and bindings in WM as well as their role for an integration of new information in 
LTM, any deficiency in these processes could cause for instance age-related memory deficits. 
Previous fMRI studies investigating refreshing and elaboration have provided evidence for this 
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claim, associating age-related changes in LTM performance with changes in process-dependent 
brain activations (Johnson et al., 2004). Furthermore, older adults appear to engage in memory-
relevant strategic processes less efficiently than younger adults, which also speaks for the role of 
efficiency of rehearsal process contributing to age-related deficits in LTM (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 
1998; Dunlosky, Hertzog, & Powell-Moman, 2005; Kausler, 1994). Regarding age-related 
changes in the neurocognitive architecture of WM, underactivations (e.g., Grady et al., 1998; 
Jonides et al., 2000; Rypma & D’Esposito, 2000) and overactivations (e.g., Cabeza, Anderson, 
Locantore, & McIntosh, 2002; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000) in older compared to younger adults 
have been interpreted as a signature of less differentiated representations and processing circuits 
(Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Li, Lindenberger, & Sikström, 2001).  Given those ambiguous 
findings, the implementation of MVPA methods in order to analyse the representational content 
promises a new approach to investigate whether cognitive processes such as refreshing and 
elaboration are also distinguishable in older adults during the maintenance phase of a WM task 
and in order to also relate neural separability measures to the processes’ behavioural outcomes. 
This will help to answer the question whether the efficiency of rehearsal processes (neurally and 
behaviorally) contributes to age-related deficit in LTM.  
 
3.2  Summary of Study 2 
As the consensus further hints towards a broad involvement of regions, it made sense to 
not investigate whether refreshing and elaboration are “located” in different regions of the brain, 
but rather more importantly in this case, whether the activation patterns within the regions of the 
fronto-parietal circuit associated with WM show distinguishable representational content 
between conditions of refreshing and elaboration. Furthermore, to assess the processes’ 
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individual neural footprint and these measures’ relation to the processes behavioral outcome, it 
was important to compare the individual processes to a process that is atypical for maintenance 
in WM, namely the re-encoding the perceptual information via repeated reading. The goal of 
Study 2 was to isolate the processes of refreshing and elaboration based on their behavioral 
outcome, their neural separability as assessed by the classifiability of the machine learning 
algorithm via MVPA and finally based on their role for age-related memory deficits. Included in 
this was also the goal to better understand the mechanism underlying the memory benefit of 
refreshing, relating to the third view above, whether by refreshing items in WM, they are more 
deeply encoded, similar to the process of elaboration.  
In a combined mask of a priori brain regions from frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes, 
we found successful differentiation of brain activity associated with all three processes: 
repeating, refreshing and elaboration. Critically, the degree of neural separation between these 
processes within an individual was predictive of their memory performance. Re-reading items 
benefited WM performance more than refreshing did, but this relative advantage was reduced 
when the neural processes of reading and refreshing were more similar. That is, refreshing 
benefited WM when it appeared, in the brain, to be like repeated reading. Elaboration produced 
no benefit to WM, but did improve LTM, and this benefit increased as the neural separation 
between elaboration and repeating increased. Importantly, we were able to replicate the neural 
differentiation of these three processes in a sample of 27 older adults. In contrast to younger 
adults, we found that elaboration despite its similar neural separability, did not benefit LTM. 
This is a first hint, that the LTM deficits in older adults could be caused by a deficiency in 
semantically enriching or more deeply encoding the memoranda in WM.  
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4. Study 3 – Does limited working-memory capacity underlie age differences in 
associative long-term memory? 
4.1 Theoretical Background 
Bindings are proposed to play an important role in the architecture of human memory. 
Models like the Three Embedded Component model conceptualize WM as the system for 
building and maintaining bindings and further by proposing also LTM as a network of associated 
representations (Oberauer, 2002). For both WM and LTM the idea of connections between 
representations, their contexts, and related other representations are substantial. Following the 
above two studies on the role of strengthening representations and their associated context (i.e. 
serial position and other words of the triplet) through rehearsal processes, it was the goal of the 
third study to investigate whether any deficiency in the system’s ability to form bindings causes 
other phenomena, like the pronounced age-related decline in associative memory (see Section 9). 
Although age can be seen as a critical source of inter-individual differences in various parts of 
memory performance, such as associative memory and also WM, it has no explanatory value and 
it is of central interest to unfold these age-related deficits by identifying mechanisms that both 
influence memory and vary with age. 
I present the role of maintenance processes on item-context (i.e. item-serial position) 
bindings and their variation with age in Section 2 and Section 9, but these bindings are not the 
only ones playing a role in memory: observations of age-related associative memory deficits 
encompass different types of bindings, including also those between two items (Old & Naveh- 
Benjamin, 2008). Although the binding deficits seem to be overly present, recent findings 
suggest that older adults show a smaller deficit in item-context compared to item-item bindings 
(Overman, McCormick-Huhn, Dennis, Salerno, & Giglio, 2018). Extending the unfolding of 
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age-related memory deficits of Study 2, in which the paradigm focused on item-context (serial 
position) bindings, the third study investigated memory for pairs of words.  
 
4.2 Summary of Study 3 
The goal of Study 3 was to investigate whether the associative memory deficit in older 
adults is caused by binding deficits in WM (see also Section 9). I addressed this goal by 
conducting two experiments in which memory for word pairs was tested in samples of young and 
older adults. In Experiment 3.1, WM for bindings was equated between the age groups through 
an adaptive algorithm, which varied the presentation rate of word pairs based on ongoing binding 
performance. Critically, after memory was equated at the level of WM, associative LTM for 
those pairs was tested. If age-related differences in WM capacity truly cause the associative-
memory deficit in LTM (as proposed by a WM binding deficit account), then equating WM 
binding performance between young and older adults should eliminate the age-related deficit in 
LTM. Alternatively, a common cause account would suggest that WM and LTM age deficits 
may be reflections of a common cause, which is partly compensated for by longer encoding time, 
leading to reductions in LTM binding deficits. For instance, both forms of memory might suffer 
from a similar age-related slowing of consolidation, the hypothetical process converting fragile, 
transient representations into more stable memory representations (Chun & Potter, 1995; 
Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua, 1998; Wixted, 2004). Therefore, I aimed to test the same hypothesis 
through a second approach in Experiment 3.2: If WM capacity limits the acquisition of 
associations in LTM, then increasing the load on WM (i.e., the number of presented pairs) 
should impair memory for bindings in WM as well as LTM. 
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Experiment 3.1 revealed evidence that, the successful equation of WM for bindings 
between age groups by adapting the presentation rate of to-be-remembered word pairs did not 
eliminate the LTM deficit in old age. This first evidence for the claim that older adults' LTM 
deficit is not entirely caused by a WM deficit at encoding, was further supported by Experiment 
3.2. Despite its detrimental effect on both age groups’ WM for bindings, increases in set size had 
no such effect on LTM for either age group. Conclusively the results of Study 3 have shown that 
what matters for LTM binding deficits in older adults is how long they attend to and process the 
individual pairs. Both WM and LTM deficits are better considered as reflections of a common 
cause that is related to time afforded for encoding.  
 
5. General Discussion  
The goal of the dissertation was to examine whether WM benefits from maintenance 
processes such as refreshing and elaboration, for example through semantically enriching the 
arbitrary item-context bindings of a word to its serial position, in line with these processes’ 
hypothesized benefit for LTM. Following the proposed close relationship of WM and LTM as 
well as from the similarity between associative semantic networks and bindings in WM I 
predicted a similar benefit for remembering items in their serial order also for WM. Contrary to 
this prediction, studies 1 and 2 revealed that WM does not benefit from semantically enriching 
the item-context bindings through elaboration. Behavioral as well as neural evidence of study 1 
and 2 reveal that LTM for items and their contexts (i.e. their list position relative to the other 
items in the list) benefit from elaboration, and that the process of elaboration was distinguishable 
from repeated reading in the brain.  
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Why is this the case? The first explanation entails that the comparison of repeated reading 
to repeated reading with the instruction to form a mental image is in so far not optimal, as WM 
(much less than LTM) already benefits from repeated reading, because it allows to simply re-
encode the memoranda – reducing the need for active maintenance processes altogether. A closer 
look at previously reported elaboration benefits in LTM reveals that the effect is characterized by 
very low performance in comparison conditions of rote repetition (e.g. elaboration: 67% vs. rote 
repetition: 40% correct recognition (Davachi, Maril, & Wagner, 2001) or 66% vs. 28% correct 
recognition (Baker, Sanders, Maccotta, & Buckner, 2001)). In our study performance in the 
comparison condition was much higher for WM – due to the reasons stated above. Even though 
performance in WM for the condition of repeated reading was that high, observing an effect of 
elaboration on WM was theoretically still possible, as performance was far from ceiling (highest 
mean percentage correct ≈ 82%), leaving room for further improvement of subjects’ WM 
through elaboration. Also, the neural data of study 2 show that subjects were indeed engaging 
differently in the processes of repeated reading compared to elaboration, and that this degree of 
the processes’ neural separability related to the LTM benefit – with larger neural separability 
leading to larger LTM benefits – whereas it did not relate to WM. 
Ensuing this, a second explanation could be that item-context bindings in WM and 
associations in LTM are of different nature and that elaboration is a mechanism optimized for the 
LTM entity of associative networks, but not for bindings in WM. In line with the claim that LTM 
associations and WM bindings are dissimilar entities, early work on patients with hippocampal 
damage suggested that the structure mediates LTM – but not WM – for relational information 
(Cohen & Eichenbaum, 1993). Nevertheless, more recent work has provided growing evidence 
that the hippocampus contributes to successful encoding and retrieval of relational information in 
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WM after all (Hannula & Ranganath, 2008) and that maintenance of multiple items in WM is 
accompanied by cross-frequency coupling of oscillatory activity in the hippocampus (Axmacher 
et al., 2010). This evidence speaks for the conceptualization of LTM associations and bindings in 
WM as very similar entities. 
The third explanation acknowledges this last point by incorporating that associations in 
LTM and bindings in WM must not be fundamentally different, but that at different time-frames 
and with slightly varying testing procedures (immediate vs. delayed test) the cognitive system 
makes use of different retrieval cues. In the paradigm of study 1 and 2 the immediate test cues 
with the serial position, prompting the use of item-context bindings. In the delayed task, the 
participants are presented with the first and fourth items of a list and are asked to recognize other 
items of this list based on these item-cues – thereby stimulating the use of item-item bindings. 
Elaboration might specifically enrich the item-item bindings, allowing for the benefit of 
enriching these to become evident only in LTM and not WM.  
Further, the fourth explanation for a lack of elaboration benefits in WM entails that WM 
and LTM are two systems which rely differently on semantic content: LTM strongly relies on 
semantic content, as shown by the behavioral LTM benefit of elaboration in young adults, which 
was further related to the differential engagement in the process in the brain. In WM however, 
where the maintained information itself is hypothesized to be constituted of the activated part of 
LTM (semantic) networks of associations (Oberauer, 2002), bindings of those activated 
representations to contexts, such as serial positions, do not benefit from additional semantic 
content (see Study 1 and 2). It seems like the WM system either does not use the additional 
information provided through semantically enriching item-context bindings, or that the transition 
from arbitrary item-context bindings to semantically enriched associations in LTM – which 
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would free WM capacity or serve as stronger retrieval cues – takes (longer) time. In the case of 
study 1 and 2, the delay between encoding and retrieval might not have sufficed for the effect to 
show in the immediate test. The results of study 3 are in line with this last point, providing 
evidence that deficiencies in LTM are better explained by a common cause which affects both 
WM and LTM, which is related to the available time at encoding, rather than by a WM capacity 
limit. 
Taken together, these results speak against the initially proposed hypothesis – that WM 
bindings could be strengthened through a mechanism which is similarly beneficial to associative 
representational networks of LTM - and further speak against conceptualizations of memory as a 
unitary system (e.g. Crowder, 1982). That is, because the cognitive process of semantically 
enriching arbitrary bindings in WM did not have the same benefit on WM performance as it had 
on LTM. If WM and LTM were simply redundant labels for one and the same system, the 
engagement in a specific cognitive process should benefit both, WM and LTM and not only 
LTM.  
The second part of this thesis’ main hypothesis entailed an aging perspective, by 
proposing that due to the proposed close relationship of WM and LTM, and due the similarity of 
bindings to associative structures in LTM, any deficiency related to the processing (formation, 
maintenance, strengthening) of bindings in WM could cause WM- as well as LTM-deficits in 
older adults. The results of study 2 show that older adults were not able to benefit from enriching 
item-context bindings in WM efficiently with semantic content, neither for their immediate nor 
LTM performance. This finding suggests that although brain activation patterns revealed the 
engagement of a process different from mere reading, older adults were deficient in either using 
the semantic content to strengthen their memory, or in using these as better retrieval cues. The 
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former may have resulted from a deficiency to generate enriched representations in the first place 
or from the need for longer time to consolidate these. As discussed in section 8.2.3, previous 
work has pointed out the deficiency of older adults in producing elaborations. Two recent studies 
coincide with the view that if supported, older adults’ LTM can benefit from semantic content: 
their associative LTM was higher when provided with schema-based information and it can be 
improved to the level of younger adults’ when the association between a product and its price is 
similar to their real-world experience (Amer, Giovanello, Grady, & Hasher, 2018; Fine, Shing, & 
Naveh-Benjamin, 2018). 
Study 3 further supports the second point from above, namely the notion that older 
adults’ deficiency in WM for bindings as well as for associations in LTM is related to the time 
available for consolidation or other processes at encoding. Similarly, longer time for 
consolidating enriched item-context associations could have resulted in a LTM benefit in Study 2 
also in older adults.  
 
6. Future Directions 
As discussed above, there are several possibilities that could explain the lack of an 
elaboration benefit for WM and new experiments are needed in order to decisively differentiate 
between these alternatives. Although it would be beneficial to further contribute to a mechanistic 
description of the process of elaboration, the evidence in this thesis suggest, that elaboration is 
not the process that people engage in during extended free time and which results in benefit for 
WM. Several instructions including refreshing and elaboration, have been investigated, but none 
reached the level of a no-instruction baseline. So far, it seems most beneficial to WM if people 
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don’t follow any instructions but instead, follow their own strategies, that probably also vary 
from trial to trial during this free time.  
I propose the following approach as a possible future direction from the above results, to 
differentiate whether these processes are actually not the cause for the WM benefit of prolonged 
time or whether following the instructions per se hurt WM performance: I propose to collect 
fMRI data from young adults while performing two tasks. First, I would implement a localizer 
task for collecting an independent dataset on which a classifier would be trained to discriminate 
brain activation patterns associated with a number of candidate maintenance processes, including 
also trials without a specific instruction.  
In the main experiment, a number of items would be presented, followed by a delay 
without any instructions and a recognition test. Using MVPA analyses methods, I would apply 
the classifier trained on distinguishing the candidate processes in the localizer task to the delay 
period of the main experiment, in order to then retrieve the evidence values for each of the above 
candidate processes. With this, I could get insight into what process people are engaging in 
during the maintenance delay. Further, the degree of engagement in each of the processes (i.e. 
the evidence values) could then be correlated to the WM outcome measures (recognition 
accuracy or reaction times), giving insight in the effectiveness of the processes.  
A further follow-up of this dissertation lies in the aging data: I have isolated elaboration 
as a candidate process which is performed less successful in older adults, resulting in a LTM 
deficit compared to younger adults. Future studies should determine whether the time to engage 
in the process was insufficient and therefore did not lead to a LTM benefit in older adults or 
whether the difficulty for the older adults was to actually generate elaborations. An 
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operationalization could include a longer processing time for older adults, crossed with the factor 
of self-generated vs. provided elaborations.  
 
7. Conclusion 
The studies of this dissertation have provided evidence that processes of elaboration and 
refreshing are distinct in their behavioral as well as neural effects. Furthermore, instructed 
engagement in these processes does not benefit WM for items and their bindings to serial 
positions. The benefit of semantically enriching these relations through elaboration becomes 
evident only after a delay in LTM, whereas refreshing has no such effect. Older adults show a 
deficient use of elaborative processing, which given the results of the third study may be related 
to their need for more time to engage in the process. Taken together, these findings emphasize 
that although several candidate processes that are proposed to contribute to maintenance in WM 
have been isolated and experimentally investigated repeatedly, the processes that are initiated 
spontaneously without experimental control are more effective and seem to be different from the 
processes proposed so far.  
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7.1 Abstract 
Refreshing and elaboration are cognitive processes assumed to underlie verbal working 
memory maintenance and assumed to support long-term memory formation. Whereas refreshing 
refers to the attentional focusing on representations, elaboration refers to linking representations 
in working memory into existing semantic networks. We measured the impact of instructed 
refreshing and elaboration on working and long-term memory separately, and investigated to 
what extent both processes are distinct in their contributions to working as well as long-term 
memory. Compared to a no-processing baseline, immediate memory was improved by repeating 
the items, but not by refreshing them. There was no credible effect of elaboration on working 
memory, except when items were repeated at the same time. Long-term memory benefited from 
elaboration but not from refreshing the words. The results replicate the long-term memory 
benefit for elaboration, but do not support its beneficial role for working memory. Further, 
refreshing preserves immediate memory but does not improve it beyond the level achieved 
without any processing. 
 
8.2 Introduction 
The literature on memory has made a distinction between working memory and long-
term memory for a long time (see Cowan, 2008, for a review). Working memory is understood 
as a system for holding a limited amount of information available for processing (Baddeley, 
1986), whereas long-term memory is a system for permanently storing, managing, and retrieving 
information for later use with a probably unlimited capacity (Tulving, 1972). Theorists have 
often assumed one or several control processes that people could apply to the current contents of 
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working memory, which are thought to help maintaining information in working memory, 
establish the information in long-term memory, or both. Three such control processes are being 
discussed: People could (a) attend to the to-be-remembered information to refresh it; (b) 
elaborate on it; or (c) engage in articulatory rehearsal. Our study focusses on the experimental 
manipulation of two of these processes, namely refreshing and elaboration, and investigates their 
effects on (1) immediate memory (presumably reflecting maintenance in working memory) and 
(2) on delayed memory (reflecting episodic long-term memory).  
8.2.1 Refreshing as maintenance mechanism in working memory 
Refreshing is understood as briefly thinking of a stimulus just after it is no longer 
physically present but while its representation is still active (Johnson, Reeder, Raye, & Mitchell, 
2002). The process was introduced as a general attention-based mechanism (attentional 
refreshing; Barrouillet & Camos, 2007; Cowan, 1999; Johnson, 1992) and is assumed to be 
distinct from articulatory rehearsal, which is conceptualized as the specialized mechanism for the 
verbal domain (Baddeley, 1986; Camos, Lagner, & Barrouillet, 2009; Hudjetz & Oberauer, 
2007). Refreshing is a core component of several models of working memory: In the MEM 
(multiple-entry, modular) memory model, refreshing permits the reactivation of memory 
representations (Johnson, 1992). Similarly, Cowan (1995) states that a memory trace could be 
reactivated by focusing attention on it (again), before its activation is entirely lost. The time-
based resource-sharing (TBRS) model proposes refreshing through attentional focusing as a 
mechanism for reactivating decaying memory traces (Barrouillet et al., 2004; 2007). Refreshing 
as conceptualized in the above theories has never been observed directly, but rather has been 
inferred from results of experiments varying the opportunity for refreshing (i.e., varying 
cognitive load, Barrouillet, Bernardin, Portrat, Vergauwe, & Camos, 2007; Camos, Mora, & 
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Barrouillet, 2013; Mora & Camos, 2013). The evidence for the presumed effects of refreshing is 
therefore less than compelling, as it does not rely on experimentally inducing the process in 
question. To date, only two studies (Souza et al., 2015; Souza & Oberauer, 2017) experimentally 
induced refreshing in a (visual) working memory task to test its effect on memory. Our study 
aimed at closing this gap for verbal material, by experimentally manipulating refreshing and 
investigating its role for working memory.  
8.2.2 The role of refreshing for episodic long-term memory 
Beside its supposed role in working memory maintenance, refreshing of information in 
working memory has also been argued to improve long-term memory (Johnson et al., 2002). 
Several studies have contrasted refreshing of a single word to repeated reading of a word, and 
consistently found a benefit of refreshing on delayed item recognition (Johnson et al., 2002; 
Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, & Greene, 2004; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & Johnson, 2005; 
Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Reeder, & Greene, 2002). 
Additional, more indirect evidence for the effect of refreshing on episodic memory comes 
from experiments varying the available time for refreshing. For instance, a study varying 
cognitive load in a complex-span task found that low cognitive load – providing more free time 
during the maintenance interval – led to better delayed recall (Camos & Portrat, 2015). The 
authors attributed this to the necessary involvement of refreshing during working memory 
maintenance to build up long-term memory representations. Converging evidence comes from 
the McCabe effect (McCabe, 2008): Words studied in complex span tasks are recalled better in a 
delayed memory test than words studied in simple span tasks. This effect is often explained by 
the hypothesis that the secondary task forces people to refresh items after each distraction, 
thereby generating better episodic retrieval-cues (Loaiza, Duperreault, Rhodes, & McCabe, 
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2015; Loaiza, Rhodes, & Anglin, 2013; Loaiza & McCabe, 2012a, 2012b). Contrary to this 
explanation, a recent study by Souza and Oberauer (2017b) showed that the long-term memory 
benefit of items in complex span tasks can be fully attributed to the longer amount of free time 
for processing information in working memory in complex compared to standard simple span 
tasks.  
What do people do when asked to attend to a word just encoded into WM, or when given 
free time to process words during maintenance? One possibility is that by focusing attention on 
an item, it is more deeply encoded into memory and therefore better remembered, as predicted 
by the levels of processing theory (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). If that is the case, the effect of 
refreshing would be closely related to that of elaboration.  
8.2.3 Elaboration effects on long-term memory 
Elaboration refers to processes that more deeply encode and store information for later 
retrieval (elaborative rehearsal; Craik and Lockhart 1972; Greene, 1987; Klatsky, 1988). 
Elaboration is thought to enrich the memory representation of an item by activating many aspects 
of its meaning, and by linking it into the pre-existing network of semantic associations (Craik & 
Tulving, 1975). It has repeatedly been shown to improve episodic long-term memory (e.g. Craik 
& Tulving, 1975; Gallo, Meadow, Johnson, & Foster, 2008). Research has further focussed on 
the use of various elaborative strategies, such as mental imagery, sentence generation, or 
chunking, and provided evidence for their long-term memory benefits (e.g. Dunlosky & Hertzog, 
2001).  
8.2.4 Elaboration and working memory 
Only little research has focussed on the effects of elaboration on immediate memory, and 
the results are inconclusive. Several studies (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Kane, 2008; Bailey, Dunlosky, 
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& Kane, 2011; Dunlosky & Kane, 2007; Kaakinen & Hyönä, 2007) investigated the effect of 
strategy use on performance on complex span tasks, a popular paradigm for testing working 
memory, and revealed a positive correlation between elaborative strategies and performance. In 
contrast, Morrison, Rosenbaum and colleagues (2016) found no correlation between semantic 
strategies and performance in a working memory task. However, this evidence is merely 
correlational.  The only experimental evidence for a beneficial effect of elaboration for working 
memory has been shown in a very specific case by Jonker and Macleod (2015). In their study, 
they showed that an orienting task inducing relational processing of words during encoding 
resulted in equivalent memory for the serial order of a study list compared to silent reading. In 
contrast, any other orienting task to be performed on the items, including semantic judgement of 
the individual items, resulted in disruption of memory for order. Therefore, relative to other 
cognitive operations performed on the current contents of working memory, relational processing 
appears to help maintenance.  
8.2.5 Are refreshing and elaboration distinguishable? 
Conceptually, refreshing and elaboration are different processes, but it is not clear that 
their effects on memory are actually separable. It is conceivable that focusing attention on a 
representation in working memory leads to deeper and richer encoding, so that the effect of 
refreshing on memory is mediated by elaboration. If that is the case, refreshing and elaboration 
should have equivalent effects on both working memory and long-term memory. To date, no 
research has been reported on the relationship of refreshing and elaboration; with the present 
study, we aimed at providing some initial insight into their relation.   
Taken together, the evidence for the beneficial effects of refreshing on working memory, 
so far, is only indirect, and the evidence for elaboration benefits on WM is only correlational. In 
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the following experiments, we aimed at closing that gap and experimentally controlled refreshing 
and elaboration through instruction. We investigated the effects of each process, and their 
combination, on an immediate and a delayed test of memory and investigated whether both 
processes show similar result patterns.  
8.2.6 Design of Experiments 
As in the studies of Johnson and colleagues, we compared instructed refreshing to a 
repeating (re-reading) baseline during the maintenance phase of a working-memory task. In two 
additional conditions we instructed participants to elaborate a subset of the items they held in 
memory. Elaboration logically entails attending to the words, either in memory or in the 
environment. When elaboration is applied to words just encoded into working memory, but no 
longer presented, it entails refreshing, whereas when elaboration is applied to words while they 
are presented, it entails (re-)reading, as in the repeat condition. Therefore, we realized two 
elaboration conditions: One in which words are repeated and elaborated, and one in which they 
are refreshed and elaborated. In this way we can gauge the effects of elaboration on its own by 
comparing elaboration of repeated words to the repeating baseline. In addition, we can ask 
whether combining elaboration with refreshing is more effective than each of them alone. 
How can we measure the effect of refreshing in our paradigm? The Johnson et al. studies 
– testing the effect of refreshing on EM – used repeat as the baseline, and therefore we follow 
their precedent for assessing the effect of refreshing on EM. For assessing the effect of refreshing 
on WM, the repeat condition is probably not a suitable baseline because it provides a second 
chance for encoding the word into WM. Therefore, we assess the effect of refreshing against two 
baselines: The one used in Souza et al. (2016; i.e., comparison within the memory set between 
items refreshed more vs. less) and a comparison of refreshed items to a no-processing baseline. 
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For the first comparison, we compare the items that were processed in refreshing trials to the 
items within the same trial that were not further processed after initial encoding. The second 
comparison, against a no-processing baseline, is important to assess whether refreshing actually 
leads to an improvement of memory after encoding. This cannot be assessed with the first 
comparison. 
8.3 Methods 
In the two experiments presented here, we asked participants to remember six nouns in 
serial order. After list presentation, either the first three words or the last three words were to be 
processed again in one of four ways, depending on the experimental condition. During encoding 
it was not predictable which half of the items would have to be processed. In the repeat-without-
elaboration condition, the three words appeared again sequentially on the screen, and the subjects 
had to simply re-read them silently. In the refresh-without-elaboration condition, the to-be-
processed words were replaced by refreshing prompts appearing at the same location. The 
subjects were instructed to "think of" the corresponding words as soon as the prompts were 
shown. In the repeat-with-elaboration condition, the three to-be-processed words were shown 
again sequentially on the screen, and subjects were instructed to generate a vivid mental image of 
the three objects interacting. The stimuli appearing on the screen in that condition did not differ 
from the repeat-without-elaboration condition, leaving the instruction to form a vivid mental 
image as the only difference between these conditions. Finally, in the combined refresh-with-
elaboration condition the participants had to "think of" the words replaced by the prompts, and 
additionally form a vivid mental image of those items. Again, the event sequence of this 
condition does not differ from the refresh-without-elaboration condition apart from the 
instruction to form a mental image. The experiments used a 2 x 2 x 2 (repeat/refresh [repeat, 
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refresh] x elaboration [with elaboration, without elaboration] x processing [processed triplet, not-
processed triplet]) within-subject design. Orienting the processing task to only a subset of the 
words in memory allows us to draw inferences about the effect of each of the processing 
conditions on memory by comparing the memory performance of the triplet of words that was 
not further processed after encoding to the triplet that was processed according to one of the four 
experimental conditions. 
 
8.4 Experiment 1 
8.4.1 Participants 
We recruited twenty students from the University of Zurich as participants (10 female) at 
the age of 19 – 28 years (M = 22.11 years SD = 5.32). They were compensated with either 15 
Swiss Francs (about 15 USD) or partial course credit for the one-hour experiment.   
1.2.1 Materials and procedure 
The stimuli were nouns randomly drawn from a pool of 863 German abstract and 
concrete nouns for each subject. The nouns were between two and 15 letters long and had a mean 
normalised lemma frequency of 30.81/million (drawn from the dlexdb.de lexical database).  
The sequence of an experimental trial is illustrated in Figure 1. The six to-be-remembered 
words in each trial were sequentially presented in boxes from top to bottom on the screen, each 
for 500 ms. Depending on the experimental condition a cue was presented 1000 ms after the last 
memory item, indicating whether the first half or the second half of the list had to be processed 
again. In the repeat-with-elaboration and repeat-without-elaboration conditions, the to-be-
processed first word of the cued triplet was shown again in the same box as during encoding for 
1400 ms, followed by a 600 ms inter-stimulus-interval (ISI). The respective 2nd and 3rd word of 
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that triplet followed at the same pace successively in their corresponding boxes. In the refresh-
without-elaboration and refresh-with-elaboration conditions, each to-be-processed word of a 
triplet was replaced by a refreshing prompt (#?#?#) in its corresponding box, and participants 
were instructed to "think of" the word in that box. In the repeat-with-elaboration and refresh-
with-elaboration conditions, participants were additionally instructed to form a vivid mental 
image of the three words interacting with each other.2 
After processing the words in the cued triplet, participants' memory for each list item was 
tested in their order of presentation using a 4-alternative forced-choice procedure. For that 
purpose, four words were presented from which the subject could choose the correct word in the 
currently tested list position with a button press. All tests trials had the following four response 
options: the target (i.e., correct) word, one lure from the same triplet of words within the present 
list, one lure from the other triplet of the present list, and one new word. This choice had to be 
made for each of the serial positions successively.  We applied this 4-alternatives forced choice 
recognition task in order to test both memory for items (i.e., discriminating between items that 
have been presented in the current memory list and new items) and for serial order (i.e., 
discriminating between the item in the tested position and other list items).  
Within each block of four trials, the same type of processing was instructed throughout, 
and a screen repeating the instructions of the particular condition was shown prior to the 
beginning of each block. The order of the condition blocks was randomized between subjects. 
After a total of 16 blocks, with four blocks of each condition, the participants performed a 
mental-arithmetic task for two minutes, where they had to judge the correctness of multiplication 
statements (e.g. 3 x 6 = 18). After this distractor task, we assessed participants’ long-term 
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memory for the words they had encoded into working memory throughout the experiment. To 
this end, we presented in each trial the first word of one word triplet in one memory list, and 
asked participants to choose the word that had followed the given word within the same triplet 
from four different options. These included the correct word (i.e., which could be either the word 
in the 2nd or 3rd position of the target triplet for the first prompt and the 5th or 6th word for the 
second prompt), a word from the other triplet of the same list, a word from another list, and a 
new word. This format allowed us to keep the format of delayed recognition very similar to the 
immediate test, and furthermore to compare in each trial the memory performance for processed 
to not-processed items. As for the immediate test, the delayed test provided information about 
both item memory (i.e., which words have been presented in the experiment) and relational 
memory (i.e., which words have been together in a triplet). The participants were made aware of 
the delayed memory test before the start of the experiment. 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the working memory paradigm of Experiment 1. Subjects were shown a list of six 
words sequentially, followed by either the first or second triplet being processed according to the four 
experimental conditions. 
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8.5 Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, but added two further conditions without 
any instructed processing. These conditions served as baselines against which we could gauge 
whether processing a subset of a memory list (according to the instructed process) improves or 
impairs memory for the processed triplet, and memory for the not-processed triplet, relative to a 
standard test of immediate memory. In the short baseline condition, recognition followed directly 
1000 ms after the initial presentation of the list of six words, and allowed us to measure the level 
of memory directly after encoding. In the long baseline, a blank screen interval was inserted after 
list presentation for the same amount of time (six seconds) that the processing steps in the four 
experimental conditions took, before participants' memory was tested. The long baseline 
condition allowed us to investigate the impact of time on immediate memory without any 
processing manipulation, so participants were free to use it for any process on the memory items 
they might find helpful or do nothing.  
8.5.1 Participants 
For Experiment 2 we recruited 30 students from Zurich University (21 female) at the age 
of 19 – 28 years (M = 23.82 years SD = 3.82). They were compensated with either 15 Swiss 
Francs (about 15 USD) or partial course credit for the one-hour experiment.   
8.5.2 Materials and procedures 
The six conditions (the four experimental conditions of Experiment 1 and the two 
baseline conditions) were implemented within condition-pure mini-blocks of four trials, resulting 
in 12 trials per condition throughout the whole experiment. Everything apart from adding the two 
baseline conditions and reducing the number of trials per condition was held constant between 
Experiment 1 and 2.  
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8.6 Results 
To draw inferences about the effect of refreshing and elaboration on working memory as 
well as these processes’ impact on long-term memory formation, we first focus on the results of 
the four processing conditions of Experiments 1 and 2. We subsequently evaluate these results in 
comparison to the baseline conditions of Experiment 2. All data and analysis scripts can be 
assessed on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/weuc2).  
8.6.1 Data Analysis 
We analysed Experiments 1 and 2 jointly using a Bayesian generalized linear mixed 
model (BGLMM) implemented in the R package rstanarm (Stan Development Team, 2018). The 
dependent variable was the number of correct and incorrect responses in each cell of the design 
per participant. Correct responses were defined as choosing the target item from the four 
alternatives. Therefore, we assumed a binomial data distribution predicted by a linear model 
through a probit link function (i.e., a repeated-measures probit regression). The fixed-effects 
were processing (processed versus not-processed triplet), repeat/refresh (repeated versus 
refreshed items), elaboration (with versus without elaboration instruction), and all their 
interactions. Following the recommendation of Barr and colleagues (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & 
Tily, 2013; see also Schielzeth & Forstmeier, 2009) we implemented the maximal random-
effects structure justified by the design; by-participant random-intercepts and by-participant 
random-slopes for all fixed-effects (as all factors were within-subject factors). In addition, we 
estimated the correlation among the random-effects parameters. As factor coding we used the 
orthonormal contrasts described in Rouder et al. (2012; section 7.2) that guarantee that priors 
affect all factor levels equally. For factors with two levels as employed here this corresponds to 
contrasts with values of  and . 
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Following Gelman et al. (2013), the regression coefficients were given weakly 
informative Cauchy priors with location 0 and scale 5. We used completely non-informative 
priors for the correlation matrices, so-called LKJ priors with shape parameter 1 (Stan 
Development Team, 2017). Bayesian procedures provide posterior probability distributions of 
the model parameters (i.e., the regression weights) that express uncertainty about the estimated 
parameters. The highest density regions (HDRs) of these posteriors can be used for statistical 
inference. A 95% HDR represents the range in which the true value of a parameter lies with 
probability 0.95, given model and data (Morey, Hoekstra, Rouder, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2016). 
If zero lies outside the Bayesian HDR there is strong evidence for the existence of the 
corresponding effect; although the strength of evidence varies continuously, for simplicity we 
will describe effects as "credible" if their HDRs exclude zero. We used an MCMC algorithm 
(implemented in Stan; Carpenter et al., 2017) that estimated the posteriors by sampling 
parameter values proportional to the product of prior and likelihood. These samples are 
generated through 4 independent Markov chains, with 1000 warmup samples each, followed by 
1000 samples drawn from the posterior distribution which were retained for analysis. Following 
Gelman and colleagues (2013), we confirmed that the 4 chains converged to the same posterior 
distribution by verifying that the  statistic – reflecting the ratio of between-chain variance to 
within-chain variance – was 1.02 for all parameters, and we visually inspected the chains for 
convergence. 
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For analysing the baseline conditions in Experiment 2, we estimated a second binomial 
BGLMM with two fixed-effects factors and their interaction on the same dependent variable. We 
again estimated the maximal random-effects structure and the correlation among the random 
effects parameters. The first factor was processing with two levels: processed or long baseline 
Figure 2 Proportion correct of the combined data from Experiments 1 and 2 in the immediate 
(WM, upper graph) and delayed (LTM, lower graph) memory task. The grey symbols and 
error bars represent estimated proportions and their 95% HDRs from the BGLMM. The 
crosses represent the observed proportions. Their overlap indicates that the model adequately 
describes the data.  
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versus not-processed or short baseline. This factor groups the conditions in which processing of 
words during maintenance is instructed or at least enabled, and the conditions providing no 
opportunity for such processing. The second factor combined repeat/refresh, elaboration, and 
baseline into a single grouping factor with five levels: repeat with elaboration, repeat without 
elaboration, refresh with elaboration, refresh without elaboration, and baseline. Note that we will 
focus here on the pairwise comparisons of the baseline conditions against the other factor levels. 
To test these pairwise comparisons we calculated difference distributions (i.e., posterior 
distributions of the differences of parameter values between two conditions) and report their 95% 
HDRs. Again, if this HDR does not contain zero this constitutes evidence for a highly credible 
difference. Again, we verified that the  statistic was  1.01, and visually inspected the chains for 
convergence. 
8.6.2 Results 
Figure 2 shows the estimated proportion of correct responses and their corresponding 
95% highest posterior density regions for the immediate and delayed memory data from the core 
design shared by both experiments. The posterior effect estimates are presented in Table 1 and 
Table 2. As the BGLMM for the experimental conditions of Experiment 1 and 2 revealed 
evidence for the same pattern of results, we combined the data in a single BGLMM, which is 
presented in the following.3 We also ran a BGLMM including word concreteness as a factor, but 
 
 
3  We have also analysed the accuracy data with a standard mixed ANOVA. The 
pattern of significant and non-significant effects matched that of credible and non-credible 
effects reported for the BGLMM. Note however, that analysing accuracy data with a linear 
model (such as ANOVA) is highly discouraged and can lead to spurious results (e.g., Jaeger, 
2008). 
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that factor had only a main effect, without entering into any interactions, and therefore we 
present the simpler model without concreteness.  
A first question was whether our manipulation of processing half of a memory list had an 
effect on memory. The analysis for immediate memory supported an effect of our manipulation, 
as it showed a credible main effect of processing, implying that participants had better memory 
for items that were processed again after initial encoding than for items from the not-processed 
triplets (see Table 1 and Figure 2, upper panel). This was also true for delayed memory: Items 
that were processed again after encoding were better remembered than not-processed ones (see 
Table 2 and Figure 2, lower panel).  
In what follows, we first report effects of refreshing and of elaboration on immediate 
memory, followed by the effects of these two processing manipulations on delayed memory. In 
each section, we first focus on the effects of each processing manipulation within the core design, 
drawing on the joint analysis of both experiments. Next, we ask how each experimental 
condition of the core design compares to the baseline conditions of Experiment 2. We compared 
the immediate memory performance in each processing condition of Experiment 2 to the 
baselines using pairwise comparisons of the difference distributions taken from the second 
BLGMM described above. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. shows the 
estimated response probabilities in the immediate and delayed memory test in the six conditions 
of Experiment 2. The analysis revealed that there was no difference between the two baselines, 
indicating that free time after encoding had no effect on memory (neither immediate, Δ = 0.02, 
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95% HDR = [-0.03, 0.07], nor delayed, Δ = 0.04, 95% HDR = [-0.01, 0.10])4. We therefore 
pooled the baselines for all following comparisons to the processing conditions reported below.5  
8.6.3 Working Memory 
Refreshing effects on working memory. We first tested how the effect of refreshing a 
subset of words in working memory compares to the effect of repeated reading of these words. 
This is the comparison through which Johnson and colleagues evaluated the effect of refreshing 
on delayed memory (Johnson et al., 2002; Raye et al., 2007). The BGLMM shows a credible 
main effect of repeat/refresh (Table 1) but in the direction of an overall advantage for trials with 
a repeated triplet over trials with a refreshed triplet. Thus, the direction of this effect is in 
opposite direction to what was observed by Johnson et al. for delayed memory. This main effect 
was further qualified by the two-way interaction of processing and repeat/refresh, indicating that 
repeated words benefited more from being processed again than refreshed words did. 
Nevertheless, the effect of processing appeared for both, repeated words (Δ = 0.21, 95% HDR = 
[0.18, 0.24]) and refreshed words (Δ = 0.10, 95% HDR = [0.07, 0.13]).  
Next, we compared the effect of guided refreshing to the baseline level of memory (i.e., 
pooled short and long baseline), separately for processed and not processed words. Whereas the 
processed words in the repeat condition were remembered better than the words in the baseline 
conditions (Δ = 0.18, 95% HDR = [0.14, 0.21]), the processed words in the refresh condition 
were not – memory for refreshed words was about equal to memory in the baseline conditions (Δ 
 
4 For all pairwise comparisons reported in the text results are on the probability 
scale (i.e., Δ = 0.02 corresponds to an effect of 2%). 
5  In other words, all comparisons against the baseline reported below are based on 
the second BGLMM. To obtain the results, we averaged the posterior samples of the short and 
the long baseline and used this distribution for the calculation of the difference distributions for 
each pairwise comparison.   
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= 0.03, 95% HDR = [-0.005, 0.06]). Further, the comparison of the not-processed triplets in the 
refreshing condition to the baseline suggests that refreshing a subset of items in working memory 
harms the memory for the remaining items (i.e., the not-processed triplet; Δ = -0.08, 95% HDR = 
[-0.11, -0.04]). This did not appear to be the case for the not-processed triplet in the repeat 
condition (Δ = -0.03, 95% HDR = [-0.07, 0.00]). To summarize, whereas repeating a subset of 
words in working memory boosts their availability in memory above a no-processing baseline, 
refreshing merely maintains memory at the baseline level, while at the same time not-refreshed 
words drop below the baseline level.  
Effects of elaboration on working memory. In the BGLMM for the core design of both 
experiments, there was no credible evidence for a main effect of elaboration on working memory 
performance, or for any of the interactions involving elaboration (see Table 1 and Fehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). However, the result is not completely clear-
cut. For the main effect of elaboration, 94% of the posterior mass of the effect was in the 
direction of better memory in the elaboration than the no-elaboration conditions. For the 
interaction of repeat/refresh with elaboration, 97% of the posterior indicated better memory in 
the repeat with elaboration than in the repeat without elaboration condition. For the three-way 
interaction of processing, repeat/refresh, and elaboration, 78% of the posterior indicated that the 
processed words in the repeat-with-elaboration condition tended to be recalled better than words 
in all other conditions (see Figure 2). Note that the direction of these effects was the same as the 
ones observed for delayed memory (compare Table 1 to Table 2) but appeared to be somewhat 
smaller. 
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Table 1 The posterior effect estimates and their 95 % HDRs of the generalized linear mixed model for 
binomial response variables for the immediate serial memory data of Experiments 1 and 2. 
 mean 
parameter on 
probit scale 
95% HDR 
(Intercept) 0.46 [0.37, 0.56] 
processing 0.32 [0.27, 0.37] 
repeat/refresh -0.20 [-0.26, -0.15] 
elaboration -0.04 [-0.09, 0.01] 
processing * repeat/refresh -0.18 [-0.23, -0.13] 
processing * elaboration -0.02 [-0.07, 0.03] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.04 [-0.02, 0.10] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.04 [-0.02, 0.11] 
Note. Credible effects, defined as HDRs excluding zero, are printed in bold. 
Notwithstanding the absence of credible effects involving elaboration, we next compared 
memory for words in the elaboration conditions, as well as memory for words in the conditions 
without elaboration, separately against the (pooled) baseline in Experiment 2. Words in the 
elaboration conditions were better remembered than the baseline (Δ = 0.04, 95% HDR = [0.01, 
0.07]). Again, this effect was mainly driven by the words in the repeat-with-elaboration 
condition (see Figure 3). In contrast, the words in the conditions without elaboration showed no 
credible difference to the baseline (Δ = 0.03, 95% HDR = [-0.01, 0.05]). In summary, the results 
do not provide convincing evidence for an effect of elaboration on working memory. If anything, 
the effect was small and confined to the condition in which the words were repeated.  
8.6.4 Long-term memory 
Effects of refreshing on long-term memory. The joint BGLMM of both experiments (see 
Table 2) revealed no evidence for a main effect of repeat/refresh on delayed memory 
performance, and also no evidence for an interaction of processing with repeat/refresh. Hence, 
contrary to the findings of Johnson and colleagues, refreshing did not lead to better long-term 
memory than repeated reading. We nevertheless compared words in the refresh and repeat 
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conditions separately against the baseline. The comparisons with the (pooled) baseline conditions 
indicates that the processed triplets of the refreshing without elaboration condition were 
remembered at about the same level as the baselines (Δ = 0.04, 95% HDR = [-0.01, 0.09]), as 
was memory for the processed words of the repeat without elaboration (Δ = 0.00, 95% HDR = [-
0.05, 0.05]).  Note that the above pattern of results also holds for a lenient score of performance 
in the delayed memory task, counting all responses showing correct item memory (i.e. the target, 
same-list items, and other-list items) as correct responses. To summarize, our results provide no 
evidence for an effect of refreshing on long-term memory.  
 
Long-term memory effects from elaboration. The analysis of the delayed memory data 
revealed evidence for a main effect of elaboration, and an interaction of repeat/refresh with 
elaboration. Follow-up analyses of the interaction revealed that the elaboration effect appeared 
for words in the repeat conditions (repeated with elaboration vs. repeat without elaboration: Δ = 
0.10, 95% HDR = [0.06, 0.14]), but not in the refresh conditions (refresh with elaboration vs. 
refresh without elaboration: Δ = 0.01, 95% HDR = [-0.03, 0.05]). In sum, memory was better for 
trials with instructed elaboration, but only when elaboration was accompanied by repetition. 
Furthermore, in Experiment 2 the triplets in the repeat-with-elaboration condition (Δ = 0.07, 95% 
HDR = [0.02, 0.11]) showed better memory than the (pooled) baseline. Likewise, the triplets in 
the refreshing with elaboration condition showed better memory than the baseline (Δ = 0.05, 
95% HDR = [0.004, 0.08]). Together this suggests a beneficial effect of elaboration for long-
term memory compared to conditions without any processing instruction, or without time for 
processing.  None of the other differences to the (pooled) baseline were credible. The above 
evidence speaks for a beneficial effect of elaboration on long-term memory.  
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Table 2 The posterior effect estimates and their 95 % HDRs of the generalized linear mixed model for 
binomial response variables for the delayed memory data of Experiments 1 and 2. 
 mean 
parameter on 
probit scale 
95% HDR 
(Intercept) -0.35 [-0.42, -0.27] 
processing 0.11 [0.06, 0.16] 
repeat/refresh 0.04 [-0.01, 0.10] 
elaboration -0.10 [-0.16, -0.05] 
processing * repeat/refresh -0.07 [-0.15, 0.00] 
processing * elaboration -0.05 [-0.12, 0.03] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.12 [0.05, 0.19] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.02 [-0.08, 0.11] 
Note. Credible effects, defined as HDRs excluding zero, are printed in bold. 
 
8.7 Discussion 
Refreshing and elaboration have been proposed as control processes on the contents of 
working memory, potentially serving to maintain them in working memory and to lay the ground 
for successful long-term memory formation. Our main goal was to investigate the impact of 
experimentally induced refreshing and elaboration on working memory and episodic long-term 
memory. Comparing the effect patterns of refreshing and elaboration should help to answer the 
question whether the two processes are distinguishable. In the following, we will first discuss the 
effects of both processes on long-term memory and second their effects on working memory.  
8.7.1 How do elaboration and refreshing affect long-term memory? 
Long-term memory retrieval was highest for repeated items that were elaborated, 
confirming that participants followed the elaboration instruction, and replicating the long-term 
memory benefit of elaboration. Furthermore, elaboration of repeated words resulted in long-term 
memory benefits compared to the level of memory directly after encoding (short baseline) and 
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compared to the level after additional free time after encoding (long baseline), demonstrating that 
instructed elaboration added something over and above people's spontaneous encoding behaviour.  
Refreshing showed no effects on long-term memory. We need to ask why, in contrast to 
the present study, previous studies reported long-term memory benefits for refreshing (Johnson 
et al., 2002; Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, & Greene, 2004; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & 
Johnson, 2005; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Reeder, & Greene, 2002). Some methodological 
differences might have contributed to the discrepancy between our finding and those of Johnson 
and colleagues (Johnson et al., 2002; Raye et al., 2002). First, Johnson and colleagues tested 
episodic long-term memory through a standard yes-no item-recognition test, whereas we used a 
4-alternative forced-choice test tapping both item and relational memory. We do not think that 
this explains the different outcomes because we also found no effect of refreshing on a lenient 
score for delayed memory that reflected only item memory.  
Second, the present study asked participants to refresh three items in working memory, 
whereas previous studies included refreshing memory sets of only one to two items per trial. 
Therefore, it is possible that refreshing benefits on long-term memory occur only when working 
memory load is low, so that people have a good chance to remember the words when they are 
asked to refresh them. Against that possibility speaks the study by Souza et al. (2015), which 
showed (short-term) memory refreshing benefits with six-colour arrays. Future research has to 
clarify whether refreshing verbal material only benefits long-term memory when the load on 
working memory is low.  
A third discrepancy between the present study and previous research is that the present 
memory test was not incidental but well expected by the participants. The mere knowledge about 
a delayed memory test might have changed the participants’ behaviour in our experiment. 
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Furthermore, previous research by Johnson and colleagues never included an immediate memory 
test, as was the case here. Thus, we might have created a testing effect for all items, whereas 
Johnson et al.'s method might have created a testing effect only for the refreshed item. The 
instruction of previous studies to “think of” included also the instruction to recall the refreshed 
item aloud, which confounded refreshing with recall. The increased long-term memory for 
refreshed items in previous studies therefore could have been due to recall – in line with the 
testing effect (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) – rather than due to refreshing per se. One possible 
conclusion from our study is that the refreshing benefit observed by Johnson et al. can only be 
observed for long-term memory with their experimental design and is not universal. At least, our 
study demonstrates a clear boundary condition of said refreshing benefit.  
8.7.2 Does elaboration benefit working memory? 
As elaboration benefited long-term memory, in this as well as in previous studies, we 
were interested also in its immediate effects on memory. Despite its clear advantage at the 
delayed test, there was no compelling evidence for an effect of elaboration on immediate 
memory. If anything, elaboration tended to be helpful only when the to-be-remembered words 
were presented again in the retention interval – which is typically not the case in tests of working 
memory. Our findings therefore fail to provide experimental support for the conclusion from 
previous correlational studies, which found that higher performance on complex span tasks was 
related to individuals’ use of so-called "normatively effective" elaboration strategies such as 
imagery and sentence generation (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Kane, 2008; Bailey, Dunlosky, & 
Hertzog, 2009; Bailey et al., 2011; Dunlosky & Kane, 2007). Reasons for this could be due to the 
present study using a simple span paradigm and previous research relying on complex span tasks. 
Bailey et al. (2011), following Unsworth & Engle (2007), have argued that in complex span, 
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retrieval comes mostly from "secondary memory" (i.e., episodic LTM), and they have provided 
initial evidence that self-reported elaboration predicted performance only on those trials of a 
simple-span test that also involved retrieval from episodic LTM. Therefore, our findings could 
be reconciled with those of previous strategy self-report studies by assuming that elaboration 
improves only episodic LTM. An alternative explanation, of course, would be the reverse 
causality: If participants have good memory, they have more information in memory to elaborate 
on. They would subsequently also show better LTM.  
8.7.3 How does refreshing affect working memory? 
When a subset of the words in working memory is refreshed, the refreshed words are 
remembered better in an immediate test than the words from the not-refreshed subset. Therefore, 
refreshing is effective in prioritizing the refreshed representations within working memory. This 
effect of refreshing, however, is weaker than that of repeating the words. Our results from 
Experiment 2 further show that, in contrast to repeating, refreshing a subset of items in working 
memory did nothing to improve memory for the refreshed items relative to the baselines without 
any instructed processing. At the same time, the remaining items (i.e., the not-processed triplet) 
were remembered worse compared to the baselines. In sum, refreshing a triplet of words in 
working memory has no beneficial effect on immediate memory beyond maintaining 
performance at the level that is achieved when tested immediately after encoding. At the same 
time, refreshing some items negatively affects the remaining items in memory. 
Our study was strongly inspired by a recent direct experimental manipulation of 
refreshing (Souza et al., 2015), which showed refreshing benefits for visual material in working 
memory. So, why did we not find a refreshing benefit above baseline level?  One explanation 
could be that in our study items were only refreshed once. Souza et al. found that the beneficial 
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effect of refreshing increases with its frequency: The more refreshing opportunities an item 
receives, the higher the probability of recalling that item. Nevertheless, the discrepancy between 
our results and those of Souza et al. (2015) is not that big:  The Souza et al. refreshing-frequency 
effect is a comparison between memory for items receiving 0, 1, and 2 refreshings within a 
memory set. This comparison is analogous to that between processed vs. not-processed triplets in 
our study, for which we obtained a credible difference: Within the refreshing condition, 
processed triplets (refreshed once) were recalled better than not-processed triplets. One 
difference still remains: In Souza et al.’s study the refreshed items were recalled better than the 
baseline conditions without any processing instruction, which was not the case in our Experiment 
2. This difference between baseline and refreshing conditions, however, was not found in a more 
recent study of guided refreshing of visual memory items (Souza & Oberauer, 2017a). Taken 
together, the previous studies and the present experiments converge on the following conclusion: 
Refreshed items in working memory are remembered better than not-refreshed items within the 
same trial, but when these refreshed items are compared to baseline performance in separate 
trials without any refreshing instruction, refreshing yields no beneficial effect.  
Apart from the Souza et al. studies discussed above, most studies on the effect of 
refreshing on WM performance have used complex span tasks. One could argue that the lack of a 
beneficial effect of refreshing in our experiments was because we did not use a complex span 
task. However, there is no theoretical reason why refreshing should be limited to complex span 
paradigms. One effect often attributed to refreshing, the McCabe effect, has recently been shown 
to arise from opportunities to refresh in both simple-span and complex-span tasks (Souza & 
Oberauer, 2017b). We therefore see no reason why our findings should not generalize to other 
paradigms, including complex span. 
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Our results are consistent with the idea that refreshing maintains representations in 
working memory while not-refreshed representations are forgotten over time. On this assumption, 
refreshing can at best be expected to keep performance at the level obtained at an immediate test 
(i.e., the short baseline of Experiment 2). This was the case for the refreshed triplets, whereas 
memory for the not-refreshed triplets dropped below that level. During a retention interval 
without instructed processing (i.e., the long baseline of Experiment 2), participants can be 
assumed to refresh all six words. One might wonder why concentrating the entire time on 
refreshing a subset of three words did not lead to better memory for these three words than 
distributing the same refreshing time over all six words. Whereas our data showed a trend in that 
direction (compare the refreshed triplets to the long baseline in Figure 3), there was no statistical 
evidence supporting it. This could be explained by assuming that refreshing is so efficient that it 
can maintain the memory strength of all six words, and concentrating refreshing on a subset of 
three items means to refresh them more than necessary, without appreciable further benefit.  
Our results are also consistent with the alternative view that refreshing a subset of items 
prioritizes these items in working memory over the not-refreshed ones. Prioritization could mean 
that these items are strengthened, while nothing happens to the not-refreshed items. At test, when 
items compete for retrieval, the not-refreshed items tend to be blocked by their stronger 
competitors. Again, one might ask why selectively strengthening a subset of items does not 
improve memory for them above the baseline conditions. Again, the answer could be that 
strengthening has diminishing returns, so that the benefit of strengthening some items beyond 
their initial level is smaller than the cost for the remaining items.   
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8.7.4 Are refreshing and elaboration distinct processes? 
 If refreshing and elaboration are the same, then the pattern of effects of both processes 
on working memory and on long-term memory should be the same. The effects on working 
memory are not informative in this regard: If elaboration were different from refreshing, we 
could expect it to add something to memory performance over and above mere refreshing – it did 
not. This could mean that when asked to refresh a set of items, people already elaborate them, so 
that additionally instructing them to elaborate the items makes no difference. However, 
elaboration also did not add much to mere re-reading in the repeat condition either. Therefore, it 
could also be that refreshing and elaboration are different processes, but elaboration simply has 
no effect on immediate memory.  
Evidence for a distinction of refreshing and elaboration lies in the long-term memory 
results: Compared to the mere re-reading the words in the repeat condition, elaboration benefited 
memory after a delay, whereas refreshing did not. Likewise, in comparison to the baseline 
conditions of Experiment 2, elaboration improved delayed memory whereas refreshing did not. It 
is particularly telling that elaboration had this beneficial effect only in conjunction with repeating, 
but not in conjunction with refreshing. Apparently, the need to attend to a set of words in 
working memory – as opposed to in the environment – undermines the effectiveness of 
elaboration. This is not what we would expect if refreshing and elaboration were two terms for 
the same process.  
8.7.5 Conclusion  
We replicated the beneficial effect of elaboration on long-term memory. Contrary to 
previous findings, we found no such effect for refreshing, suggesting that refreshing and 
elaboration are not the same process. Further, neither refreshing nor elaboration did much to 
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improve working-memory performance, compared to no processing of the memory 
representations after encoding. Whatever the working-memory system does spontaneously – 
whether engaging in some maintenance activity, or doing nothing – appears to be hard to beat by 
any experimentally induced process.  
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8.1 Abstract 
Maintenance of information in working memory (WM) is assumed to rely on refreshing 
and elaboration, but clear mechanistic descriptions of these cognitive processes are lacking, and 
it is unclear whether they are simply two labels for the same process. This fMRI study 
investigated the extent to which refreshing, elaboration, and repeating of items in WM are 
distinct neural processes with dissociable behavioral outcomes in WM and long-term memory 
(LTM). Multivariate pattern analyses of fMRI data revealed differentiable neural signatures for 
these processes, and the degree of neural separation within an individual predicted their memory 
performance. The benefit of refreshing items in WM increased as its neural signature became 
more similar to repetition. Elaboration improved LTM, but not WM, and this benefit increased as 
its neural signature became more distinct from repetition. This demonstrates that refreshing and 
elaboration are separate processes that have predictable contributions to memory performance. 
 
8.2 Introduction 
Working memory (WM) is a system for holding a limited amount of information 
available for processing (Baddeley, 1986), whereas episodic long-term memory (LTM)  stores 
information permanently with presumably unlimited capacity (Tulving, 1972). WM and LTM 
are highly correlated constructs, and models on their relation suggest that how information is 
processed in WM strongly affects how well it is maintained in LTM. (D’Esposito & Postle, 
2015; Eriksson, Vogel, Lansner, Bergström, & Nyberg, 2015; Lewis-Peacock & Postle, 2008; 
Ranganath, 2006; Ranganath & Blumenfeld, 2005; Ranganath, Cohen, & Brozinsky, 2005; 
Crowder, 1982; Melton, 1963; Nairne, 1990, 2002; Cowan, 1995; Oberauer, 2002). Thereby, two 
control processes on information in WM have been argued to contribute to encoding in episodic 
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LTM: refreshing and elaboration. The aim of the present study is to investigate (1) whether 
refreshing and elaboration are neurally and behaviorally distinguishable processes, (2) how they 
affect WM and episodic LTM performance, and (3) to what extent age differences in these 
processes are responsible for memory deficits in older adults. 
 
8.2.1 Refreshing and elaboration: Definitions and behavioral impacts on WM and 
LTM  
Refreshing is understood as briefly thinking of a stimulus just after it is no longer 
physically present but while its representation is still active (Johnson, Reeder, Raye, & Mitchell, 
2002). The process was introduced as a general attention-based mechanism for enhancing and 
prolonging the activation of memoranda in WM (see Camos et al., 2018 for a review), thereby 
improving WM (Souza & Oberauer, 2016; Souza, Vergauwe, & Oberauer, 2018; but see for 
contradicting evidence Bartsch, Singmann, & Oberauer, 2018) and episodic LTM (Johnson et al., 
2002). Researchers debate how refreshing operates, with views depending on their understanding 
of the WM-LTM relationship and what constitutes a WM representation. Some argue that 
refreshing strengthens content-context bindings and thereby creates stronger retrieval-cues for 
WM and LTM (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Loaiza & McCabe, 2012; Oberauer & Hein, 
2012; Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2011). Others understand refreshing as a mechanism for 
preserving representations against decay (Barrouillet & Camos, 2015;  Lemaire, Pageot, Plancher, 
& Portrat, 2017).  
Still another possibility is that the purported benefits of refreshing simply reflect 
elaboration. Elaboration refers the act of deeply processing information, especially with regard to 
its semantic and meaningful characteristics (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Greene, 1987; Klatsky, 
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1988), and, as consequence, reliably improves episodic LTM (e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975; Gallo, 
Meadow, Johnson, & Foster, 2008). The benefits of elaboration for WM are more mixed: 
Correlational studies show a positive relationship between elaborative strategies and verbal WM 
recall (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Kane, 2008, 2011; Dunlosky & Kane, 2007; Kaakinen & Hyönä, 
2007) and some experimental work has shown that semantic compared to shallow processing of 
the memoranda yields greater WM recall (Loaiza, McCabe, Youngblood, Rose, & Myerson, 
2011; Rose, Buchsbaum, & Craik, 2014; Rose, Craik, & Buchsbaum, 2014). Conversely, other 
work has shown unique benefits of elaboration for episodic LTM and not WM (Bartsch, 
Singmann, & Oberauer, 2018; Loaiza & Camos, 2016; Rose & Craik, 2012; Rose et al., 2010). 
Bartsch and colleagues showed that elaboration benefited LTM, but refreshing did not, and 
neither elaboration nor refreshing benefited WM. Furthermore, Loaiza and Camos (2018) 
showed that the benefit of semantic retrieval cues for verbal WM was independent of factors 
intended to manipulate refreshing. These studies collectively demonstrate that any refreshing 
benefit in WM does not result from interacting with LTM representations, thereby differentiating 
refreshing from elaboration.  Despite these findings, it may be the case that refreshing and 
elaboration produce different outcomes that are derived from the same underlying process. To 
address this, we turn to neuroimaging data. 
 
8.2.2 Refreshing vs. elaboration: Neural correlates 
Table 1 shows an overview of all the reported regions associated with refreshing and/or 
elaboration. Refreshing has been associated with activity in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(dlPFC, BA 8/9) and better LTM recognition compared to repeating the stimuli, and activity in 
the dlPFC during refreshing predicted subsequent LTM (Johnson, Raye, Mitchell, Greene, & 
Adam, 2003; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & Johnson, 2007; Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, 
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Reeder, & Greene, 2002) A meta-analysis (Johnson et al., 2005) identified frontal regions, 
specifically left dlPFC (BA 9/46), ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC, BA 44/45/47), and the left anterior 
PFC (BA 10) as associates of refreshing various stimulus material.  
Although the dlPFC has been suggested to underlie refreshing, its activation has also 
been shown to predict subsequent LTM in studies of elaboration (or “relational encoding”) 
wherein the semantic relationship between two items is elaborated upon (e.g. Blumenfeld & 
Ranganath, 2007). For the ease of the reader, we will refer to relational encoding as elaboration 
from now on. The neural correlates of elaboration have not always been that specific or limited 
to the dlPFC: earlier studies have more generally associated the lateral PFC with semantic 
elaboration (e.g., Kapur et al., 1994; Wagner et al., 1998) and relational elaboration (e.g., Addis 
& McAndrews, 2006; Fletcher, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000; Murray & Ranganath, 2007). Yet, 
numerous studies have associated the dlPFC with  elaboration and subsequent memory effects 
(Blumenfeld, Parks, & Yonelinas, 2010; Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2007; Davachi et al., 2001; 
Ragland et al., 2012). Collectively, this evidence suggests that elaboration of the memoranda in 
WM is what makes the dlPFC important for LTM. 
Despite the neural similarities observed for refreshing and elaboration, there are some 
important dissimilarities in the methods used to study these processes. First, the neural correlates 
of refreshing have been studied for single items only, with no instructed elaboration (e.g. 
Johnson et al., 2005; Raye et al., 2007, 2002), and this item-specific neural processing was 
localized almost exclusively to left lateral dlPFC. Conversely, elaboration studies have used 
multiple items, such as pairs (Blumenfeld et al., 2010) or triplets of words (e.g. Blumenfeld, 
2006; Davachi, Maril, & Wagner, 2001), and localized the associated activity to the bilateral 
dlPFC. Second, the refreshing studies have relied on incidental encoding, wherein participants 
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are not informed of the upcoming memory test, whereas the elaboration studies employ 
intentional encoding. Thus, clarifying the underlying neural processes of refreshing and 
elaboration requires greater consistency between the methods used to investigate them. 
 
8.2.3 Refreshing and elaboration: Age effects 
Past research has provided extensive evidence that episodic LTM declines with age (e.g., 
Hoyer & Verhaeghen, 2006; Naveh-Benjamin & Old, 2008; Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 2000), but the 
source of the deficit is still under debate. One view is that WM maintenance processes and 
recruitment of corresponding brain areas decline in older age (Hoareau, Lemaire, Portrat, & 
Plancher, 2016; Plancher, Boyer, Lemaire, & Portrat, 2017; Smith, 1980). For instance, it has 
been shown that older adults exhibit reduced refreshing-related brain activity in the left dlPFC 
and reduced refreshing benefits for episodic LTM relative to young adults (Johnson, Mitchell, 
Raye, & Greene, 2004; Raye, Mitchell, Reeder, Greene, & Johnson, 2008). Another possibility is 
that older adults are less likely than younger adults to engage in elaboration, thereby resulting in 
deficient retention (Smith, 1980). For example, some work has shown older adults are able to 
capitalize on experiment-administered elaborative strategies but show deficiencies in generating 
elaborative strategies themselves (Rankin & Collins, 1985, see also Kamp & Zimmer, 2015). A 
meta-analysis reported that age-related differences in subsequent memory are associated with 
under-recruitment of the occipital and fusiform cortex as well as an over-recruitment of medial 
and lateral regions of PFC and parietal lobe (Maillet & Rajah, 2014). These findings suggest 
inefficient recruitment of brain regions that are important for elaboration, thereby leading to age-
related memory deficits.  
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8.2.4 The present study  
The goal of the present study was to investigate to what extent elaboration and refreshing 
are separable processes, given their neural overlap as well as their similar proposed beneficial 
effects for memory. So far, only one study has investigated both processes in one experiment, 
and the behavioral results demonstrated that the processes have divergent contributions to LTM 
(Bartsch et al., 2018). We aimed at extending this previous study by not only investigating 
whether refreshing and elaboration are distinct in their contribution to WM and LTM formation, 
but also whether they are supported by separable neural activation patterns. Furthermore, we 
aimed to investigate their impact on age-related memory deficits.  
We applied multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA; e.g., Haxby, Connolly, & Guntupalli, 
2014; Haxby et al., 2001; Haynes & Rees, 2006; Lewis-Peacock & Norman, 2014; Norman, 
Polyn, Detre, & Haxby, 2006) to fMRI data of young adults and older adults performing the 
word list encoding task of Bartsch et al. (2018). This analysis approach allowed us to evaluate 
whether brain activity patterns associated with refreshing items and with elaborating items in 
WM could be differentiated. These neural measures were then linked to behavioral outcomes on 
tests of both WM and LTM. MVPA is especially sensitive to detecting fine-grain differences 
between neural activation patterns that are not detectable using conventional analyses (N 
Kriegeskorte & Bandettini, 2007).   
If refreshing and elaboration are two labels for the same process, then the pattern of 
behavioral effects should be similar for WM and on LTM, and the patterns of brain activity 
supporting these processes should be indistinguishable. If refreshing and elaboration are distinct 
processes, they should have different behavioral effects and separable patterns of neural 
activation. As elaboration has previously been shown to benefit LTM compared to re-reading the 
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memory material, we expected the greatest LTM benefit when the neural signatures of 
elaboration and repetition were most distinct. On the other hand, because re-reading has been 
shown to benefit WM more than refreshing, we expected the greatest benefit of refreshing when 
these processes were most similar. Finally, if older adults’ memory deficits are caused by 
deficient uses of refreshing and elaboration, we expected their neural signatures to be less 
distinct and more weakly correlated with behavioral outcomes compared to young adults.   
 
8.3 Method  
8.3.1 Subjects and general procedure 
We recruited 30 healthy, right-handed young adults (15 females; mean age = 24.2, SD = 
2.97 years) from the student population of the University of Zurich as well as 27 healthy, right-
handed older adults from the community (13 females; mean age = 69, SD = 3.47 years). 
Handedness was measured through observation of the writing hand. Subjects were screened for 
their ability to undergo a magnetic resonance imaging session. Furthermore, they completed the 
Digit–Symbol Substitution test (DSS; Wechsler, 1982), serving as an indicator of processing 
speed, and the mini-mental-status examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) to 
screen for cognitive impairment. All subjects performed a WM task while being scanned with a 
3-T MRI scanner, and subsequently an LTM task outside the scanner. The session ended with a 
computerized version of a vocabulary test (Lehrl, 2005), a marker test for crystalized intelligence. 
The study was approved by the ethical review board of the canton of Zurich. The participants 
were compensated with either 60 Swiss Francs (about 60 USD) or partial course credit for the 
two-hour session.   
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8.3.2 Paradigm  
The paradigm is the same as reported in a recent study (Bartsch et al., 2018), adapted for 
use in the MRI scanner. We asked participants to remember six nouns in serial order (see  
Figure 2). After list presentation, either the first three words or the last three words were 
to be processed again in one of four ways, depending on the experimental condition. During 
encoding it was not predictable which half of the items would have to be processed. In the repeat 
condition, the three words appeared again sequentially on the screen, and the subjects had to 
simply re-read them silently (we will also refer to this as the re-read condition). In the refreshing 
condition, the to-be-processed words were replaced by refreshing prompts appearing at the same 
location. The subjects were instructed to "think of" the corresponding words as soon as the 
prompts were shown. In the elaboration condition, the three to-be-processed words were shown 
again sequentially on the screen, and subjects were instructed to generate a vivid mental image of 
the three objects interacting. The stimuli appearing on the screen in that condition did not differ 
from the repeat condition, leaving the instruction to form a vivid mental image as the only 
difference between these conditions. Finally, in the combined refresh-with-elaboration condition 
the participants had to "think of" the words replaced by the prompts, and additionally form a 
vivid mental image of those items. Again, the event sequence of this condition does not differ 
from the refreshing condition apart from the instruction to form a mental image. Memory was 
tested with a four-alternatives forced-choice task, which we describe in detail below (see Section 
Procedure: Working memory task).  
The experiment used a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 (repeat/refresh [repeat, refresh] x elaboration [with 
elaboration, without elaboration] x processing [processed triplet, unprocessed triplet] x age 
[young adults, older adults]) within-subject, between-age group design. Orienting the processing 
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task to only a subset of the words in memory allows us to draw inferences about the effect of 
each of the processing conditions on memory by comparing the memory performance of the 
triplet of words that was not further processed after encoding to the triplet that was processed 
according to one of the four experimental conditions. 
 
8.3.3 Materials  
The stimuli were nouns randomly drawn from a pool of 863 German abstract and 
concrete nouns for each subject. The nouns were between two and 15 letters long and had a mean 
normalized lemma frequency of 30.81/million (drawn from the dlexdb.de lexical database).  
 
8.3.4 Procedure: Working memory task 
The sequence of an experimental trial is illustrated in  
Figure 2. The experiment was performed using Presentation® software (Version 18.0, 
Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, www.neurobs.com). The six to-be-remembered 
words in each trial were sequentially presented in boxes from top to bottom on the screen, each 
for 500 ms. Depending on the experimental condition, a cue was presented 1000 ms after the last 
memory item, indicating whether the first half or the second half of the list had to be processed 
again. In the elaboration and repeat conditions, each word in the to-be-processed triplet was 
shown again for 1400 ms, followed by a 600 ms inter-stimulus interval. In the refreshing and 
refreshing-with-elaboration conditions, each to-be-processed word of a triplet was replaced by a 
refreshing prompt (#?#?#) in its corresponding box, and participants were instructed to "think 
of" the word in that box. In the elaboration and refresh-with-elaboration conditions, participants 
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were additionally instructed to form a vivid mental image of the three words interacting with 
each other.6 
After processing the words in the cued triplet, participants' memory for each list item was 
tested in their order of presentation using a 4-alternative forced-choice procedure. For each tested 
item, four words were presented from which the subject could choose the correct word in the 
currently tested list position with a button press. All test sets included the following four 
response options: the target (i.e., correct) word, one lure from the same triplet of words within 
the present list, one lure from the other triplet of the present list, and one new word. This choice 
had to be made for each of the serial positions successively and with a time limit of 2500 ms for 
the young and 3500 ms for the older adults per serial position to ensure controlled timing for the 
fMRI image acquisition.  We applied this 4-alternatives forced-choice recognition task in order 
to test both memory for items (i.e., discriminating between items that have been presented in the 
current memory list and new items) and for serial order (i.e., discriminating between the item in 
the tested position and other list items).  
Within each block of four trials, the same type of processing was instructed throughout, 
and a screen repeating the instructions of the particular condition was shown prior to the 
beginning of each block. The order of the condition blocks was randomized between subjects. 
Each of the four fMRI runs consisted of four blocks, one for each condition (with 4 trials per 
block as described above).  
 
6 The timing parameters where chosen based on a pilot experiment with young adults, which 
allowed participants to process the items in each of the 4 experimental conditions in a self-paced mode. 
The mean processing times (PT) where PT = 1419 ms in the repeat without elaboration condition, PT = 
1491 ms in the repeat with elaboration condition, PT = 1197 ms in the refreshing without elaboration, and 
PT = 1198 ms in the refreshing with elaboration condition.  
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8.3.5 Procedure: Long-term memory task 
After leaving the scanner participants were brought into a separate room, where they 
performed the computerized LTM task. We assessed participants’ LTM for the words they had 
encoded for the WM tests throughout the experiment. To this end, we presented in each trial the 
first word of a triplet from one of the studied memory lists. We asked participants to choose, 
from four different options, the word that had followed the target word in that triplet. The probe 
words included the correct word (i.e., which could be either the word in the second or third 
position of the target triplet for the first prompt, and the fifth or sixth word for the second 
prompt), two words from another list, and a new word. This allowed us to keep the format of the 
LTM test very similar to the WM test, and furthermore to compare in each trial the memory 
performance for words from the processed and from the unprocessed triplets. As in the WM test, 
the LTM test also provided information about both item memory (i.e., which words have been 
presented in the experiment) and relational memory (i.e., which words have been together in a 
triplet). The participants were made aware of the LTM test before the start of the experiment. 
 
8.3.6 fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
Whole brain images were acquired with the 3 T Philips Ingenia MRI scanner with a 32-
channel head coil, located at the University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland. High-resolution T1-
weighted images were acquired for all subjects with a Turbo field echo (TFE) sequence (8ms 
time repetition (TR), 3.7ms time echo (TE), 8° flip angle, 160 sagittal slices, 240 × 240 inplane, 
1.0mm isotropic). Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)-sensitive functional MRI data were 
acquired using a gradient-echo, echo planar sequence (2 s TR, 35ms TE) within a 72 × 70 matrix 
(32 transverse slices, 3 mm isotropic).  
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Following the acquisition of the structural images, four MRI acquisition runs were 
collected for each subject, in which they performed a 10-min block of a six-item WM task with a 
processing delay. fMRI data preprocessing (slice-time correction and realignment) was 
performed with SPM12 (Penny, Friston, Ashburner, Kiebel, & Nichols, 2011). Subjects’ 
functional scans were aligned by realigning the first volume in each run to the first volume of the 
first run, and then registering each image in each run to the first volume of that run. The middle 
functional slice served as a reference for slice-time correction. Further, the functional volumes 
were co-registered to the T1 anatomical image.    
 
8.3.7 Analysis of Behavioral Data 
All data and analysis scripts can be assessed on the Open Science Framework 
(osf.io/p2h8b/).We analyzed the behavioral data using a Bayesian generalized linear mixed 
model (BGLMM) implemented in the R package rstanarm (Stan Development Team, 2018) 
following the exact analysis pipeline reported by Bartsch and colleagues (2018). The dependent 
variable was the number of correct and incorrect responses in each cell of the design per 
participant. Correct responses were defined as choosing the target item from the four alternatives. 
Bayesian procedures provide posterior probability distributions of the model parameters (i.e., the 
regression weights) that express uncertainty about the estimated parameters. The highest density 
regions (HDRs) of these posteriors can be used for statistical inference. A 95% HDR represents 
the range in which the true value of a parameter lies with probability 0.95, given model and data 
(Morey, Hoekstra, Rouder, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2016). If zero lies outside the Bayesian HDR 
there is strong evidence for the existence of the corresponding effect. Although the strength of 
evidence varies continuously, for simplicity we will describe effects as "credible" if their HDRs 
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exclude zero. We used an MCMC algorithm (implemented in Stan; Carpenter et al., 2017) that 
estimated the posteriors by sampling parameter values proportional to the product of prior and 
likelihood. These samples are generated through 4 independent Markov chains, with 1000 
warmup samples each, followed by 1000 samples drawn from the posterior distribution which 
were retained for analysis. Following Gelman and colleagues (2013), we confirmed that the 4 
chains converged to the same posterior distribution by verifying that the  statistic – reflecting 
the ratio of between-chain variance to within-chain variance – was 1.01 for all parameters, and 
we visually inspected the chains for convergence. 
 
8.3.8 Generation of ROIs 
We included all ROIs that were previously reported in fMRI studies investigating either 
refreshing or elaboration and that had shown subsequent memory effects and/or significant 
activation differences between repeating and refreshing or elaboration in univariate analyses (see 
Table 3 for details). This search was performed using the neurosynth.org database and keyword-
based search in pubmed.gov. Anatomical ROIs were generated using an automated parcellation 
method from FreeSurfer. Briefly, a surface mesh model was reconstructed for each subject. Each 
subject’s surface was then auto-parcellated based on the folding pattern of the gyri and sulci. We 
generated ROIs corresponding to frontal, parietal, fusiform, parahippocampal and temporal 
regions in this manner. We constructed combined masks using fslmaths to create the frontal 
mask, encompassing Brodmann areas 44, 45, and 47 for the inferior frontal mask, and including 
Brodmann areas 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 46 for the superior frontal mask. The parietal mask included 
Brodmann area 3, 7 and 40. The temporal mask consisted of the inferior-, middle-, and superior 
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temporal labels of the aparc atlas and the fusiform mask consisted of the fusiform label of the 
atlas. We further combined masks with fslmaths in various combinations of the above (e.g. 
frontal-parietal mask, frontal-temporal-parietal mask, frontal-fusiform mask, frontal-fusiform--
parietal mask).  
 
8.3.9 Multivariate Pattern Analyses of fMRI Data 
MVPA provides greater inferential power than classical univariate approaches due to its 
higher sensitivity at detecting information in neural signals. As a result, MVPA has led to the 
successful within-category decoding of the contents of WM at an item level (LaRocque, Riggall, 
Emrich, & Postle, 2017) as well as the characterization of neural representations in different 
states of WM (Christophel, Iamshchinina, Yan, Allefeld, & Haynes, 2018; Lewis-Peacock, 
Drysdale, Oberauer, & Postle, 2012; Lewis-Peacock, Drysdale, & Postle, 2015; Rose et al., 
2016). The sensitivity of MVPA was further established by a study demonstrating that allegedly 
category-selective brain regions detected in univariate analyses of the BOLD signal during the 
delay period of a WM task still carried patterns of activity associated with another category of 
information, that was currently relevant for behavior (Lewis-Peacock & Postle, 2012).  
MVPA was performed in MATLAB using the Princeton MVPA toolbox 
(http://code.google.com/p/princeton-mvpa-toolbox). The classification algorithm used for this 
analysis was a L2-regularized binary logistic regression (1 vs. the others), that uses Carl 
Rasmussen's conjugate gradient minimization algorithm, with a penalty term of 50. The 
classification was performed in the anatomically defined ROIs defined above. All neural data 
were high-pass filtered with a cut-off of 128 seconds and z-scored across trials, within runs, 
before running MVPA. We performed ANOVA-based feature selection of all active voxels 
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within the respective ROI mask and chose the voxels that individually were able to discriminate 
between the three conditions (repeat, refreshing, elaboration) significantly (p < .05) over the 
course of the experiment. To avoid circularity in the data analysis, feature selection was 
performed separately for each iteration of the cross-validation classifier training algorithm, using 
only the training and testing sets independentdata in each iteration (Kriegeskorte, Simmons, 
Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009). This univariate feature selection technique has been shown to 
reliably improve classification accuracy in MVPA of fMRI (Lewis-Peacock & Norman, 2014). 
The pattern of activity across these feature-selected voxels was used as the input to the pattern 
classifier.  
 
MVPA — Three-way problem: repeat vs. refreshing vs. elaboration. 
The classification procedure used k-fold cross-validation on the data from the WM task. 
Preprocessed fMRI data from each 6-s processing period (three volumes) from the WM trials, 
after accounting for a 6-s hemodynamic lag, were used for the analysis. Our analysis scheme 
incorporated each functional volume (acquired over a 2-s TR) as a separate training event, so that 
every trial resulted in three events. Each event was associated with an array of features 
corresponding to BOLD signal in voxels in the ROI being used. 
The k-fold cross-validation scheme (k = 4, for each of the runs) trained a classifier, 
separately for each participant, on the data of the three conditions (repeat, refresh and 
elaboration) from three runs and then used this classifier to test the data from the withheld run. 
This process was repeated until every run had been held out for testing. The statistical 
significance of classifier accuracy was evaluated by performing permutation tests on relabeled 
training data, in each cross-validation fold, and comparing the resulting distribution of classifier 
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accuracies to the true (unshuffled labels) classifier accuracy with a one-sample, one-tailed t-test. 
This analysis scheme was performed for every ROI.  Finally, classification performance was also 
assessed using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which rank the classification 
outputs according to their probability estimates (from strongly favoring Class A to strongly 
favoring Class B or C) and chart the relationship between the classifier’s true positive rate 
(probability of correctly labeling examples of Class A as Class A) and false positive rate 
(probability of incorrectly labeling examples of Class B or C as Class A) across a range of 
decision boundaries. The area under the curve (AUC) indexes the mean accuracy with which a 
randomly chosen pair of Class A and Class B (or C) trials could be assigned to their correct 
classes (0.5 = random performance; 1.0 = perfect performance).  
 
MVPA — Two-way problems: repeat vs. refreshing and repeat vs. elaboration. 
In order to assess how the neural classification of the refreshing process as well as the 
neural classification of the elaboration process relates to an individual’s task performance, we 
used the repeat condition as a reference. First, we extracted classification scores from repeat and 
refresh trials only, using classifiers that were trained on all three processes. In order to assess the 
neural separability of the perceptually identical conditions of repeat and elaboration, we chose to 
retrieve the evidence values of the two-way problem from the three-way trained classifier the 
same way as we did for the repeat vs. refreshing comparison, with the difference that we did this 
for each individuals’ mask with the highest classifier accuracy. The reason for this is that 
elaboration instruction (“form a vivid mental image of the three words interacting with each 
other”) can be implemented very differently by each subject, resulting in unique subject-specific 
neural signatures of elaboration. Here, our primary interest was to discover whether elaboration 
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could be identified and distinguished, rather than to identify precisely where in the brain the 
processes were implemented. Once again, we assessed classifier performance for each binary 
classification problem using AUC.  
MVPA — refreshing with elaboration. 
We were further interested in whether the patterns of activity in the brain during the 
combined refreshing with elaboration condition would be similar to refreshing or to elaboration 
or would elicit neural patterns of a completely new process.  
Equivalent to the above analysis scheme we trained classifiers on all four conditions 
(repeat, refreshing, elaboration, and simultaneous refreshing and elaboration) and then we 
extracted classification scores from refreshing with elaboration trials only, using classifiers that 
were trained on all four processes, again in a k-fold cross-validation scheme. In order to assess 
the neural separability of the conditions of refreshing, elaboration, and refreshing with 
elaboration, we chose to retrieve the evidence values of refresh, elaborate and refresh with 
elaboration from the four-way trained classified. With this approach of training on a four-way-
problem and testing on three processes, we computed the evidence values for refreshing, 
elaboration or the refreshing with elaboration condition. This allowed us to explore whether the 
brain activation patterns of the combined refreshing with elaboration events were more similar to 
refreshing or to elaborating or elicited a completely different process (note that classifier 
evidence can be construed as an estimate of the similarity between patterns of activity, with high 
evidence values implying low similarity of the target condition to all other conditions, and vice 
versa). Using k-fold cross-validation, we trained classifiers on three runs of data and tested it on 
the withheld run, but only on trials from the refreshing with elaboration condition. Note that it 
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was important to include the repeat condition in the training set to help the classifier distinguish 
unique process-level activity associated with the perceptually identical elaboration condition.   
8.3.10 Researcher Degrees of Freedom  
Analyses of neural data involve many decisions, and when these decisions are informed 
by the data to be analyzed, there is a risk that they are biased in favor of a desired outcome 
(Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). Some aspects of our analysis plan (in particular, the 
decision to use anatomically defined ROIs for the MVPA analyses) were informed by the data of 
the young adults. Our analysis of the old adults' data, however, used the exact same analysis 
pipeline as that for the young adults without any adjustment informed by the old adults' data. 
Therefore, any convergent finding in both age groups can be thought of as having been directly 
replicated in a different population. For any finding that differs between age groups, there 
remains an ambiguity as to whether the divergence reflects a failure to replicate the finding in the 
young-adult sample, or a genuine age difference. Resolving this ambiguity requires a replication 
of the entire study with the present analysis plan.  
 
8.4 Results 
8.4.1 Behavioral Results 
We replicated all effects of the young adults reported in a previous study (Bartsch et al. 
2018).  Figure 3 shows the estimated proportion of correct responses and their corresponding 
95% highest posterior density regions for the immediate and delayed memory data. The posterior 
effect estimates are presented in Table 1 and Table 5. A first question was whether our 
manipulation of processing half of a memory list had an effect on memory. The credible main 
effect of processing on immediate and delayed memory supported an effect of our manipulation: 
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Participants had better memory for items that were processed again after initial encoding than for 
items from the unprocessed triplets (see Table 1 & Table 5 and Figure 3). There was also a main 
effect of age, such that older adults showed worse memory performance on tests of both WM 
and LTM.  
Working memory performance. We first tested how the effect of refreshing a subset of 
words in WM compares to the effect of repeated reading of these words. This is the comparison 
through which Johnson and colleagues evaluated the effect of refreshing on delayed memory 
(Johnson et al., 2002; Raye et al., 2007). There was a main effect of repeat/refresh (Table 1), but 
with an advantage of repeating over refreshing. This main effect was further qualified by the 
two-way interaction of processing and repeat/refresh, indicating that repeated words benefited 
more from being processed again than refreshed words did. Nevertheless, the effect of 
processing appeared for both repeated words (Δ = 0.34, 95% HDR = [0.31, 0.37]) and refreshed 
words (Δ = 0.12, 95% HDR = [0.10, 0.15]). Furthermore, the factor of repeat/refresh interacted 
with age, indicating that older adults had a greater advantage of repeat over refreshed trials than 
young adults. Nevertheless, the repeat-refresh difference appeared for both, young (Δ = 0.16, 
95% HDR = [0.13, 0.18]) and older adults (Δ = 0.09, 95% HDR = [0.06, 0.12]). 
The BGLMM revealed no credible evidence for a main effect of elaboration on WM 
performance, or for any of the interactions involving elaboration (see Table 1).  
Long-term memory performance. The BGLMM revealed evidence for a main effect of 
repeat/refresh on LTM performance, but as with WM, there was an advantage for repeating over 
refreshing (see Table 5). There was no evidence for any further interaction including the 
repeat/refresh factor. Hence, contrary to the findings of Johnson and colleagues, refreshing did 
not lead to better LTM than repeated reading. Note that the above pattern of results also holds for 
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a lenient score of performance in the LTM task, counting all responses showing correct item 
memory (i.e. the target, same-list items, and other-list items) as correct responses.  
Furthermore, the analysis of the LTM data revealed evidence for an interaction of 
elaboration with age (see Table 5). Follow-up analyses of the interaction revealed that a 
beneficial effect of elaboration appeared only for young (Δ = 0.05, 95% HDR = [0.02, 0.06]), but 
not older adults (Δ = -0.01, 95% HDR = [-0.04, 0.3]). In sum, memory was better for trials with 
instructed elaboration than for those without, but only for the young and not the older adults. The 
above evidence speaks for an age-dependent beneficial effect of elaboration on LTM that is lost 
in older age.  
To summarize, our results provide no evidence for an effect of refreshing on LTM for 
either age group; instead we replicated the benefit of elaboration on LTM but only for young 
adults.  
8.4.2 MVPA Results  
Young adults 
Repeat vs. Refresh vs. Elaborate.  
The classification scores for each individual were converted to a sensitivity score, 
accounting for both hits and false alarms, by computing the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for 
the three-way classification. For 25 of the 30 subjects classification of repeat, refresh, and 
elaborate processes was successful (MAUC = 57.17 %, SDAUC = 4.16%, i.e., significantly better 
than chance with p < .05) in at least one of the predefined anatomical ROIs (see Methods) 
(Figure 4b). Mean classification sensitivity for these 25 subjects in their significant ROIs was 
MAUC = 57.17 % (SDAUC = 4.16%).  Data from the five remaining subjects were excluded from 
the subsequent analyses. A majority of the subjects (N = 17) showed good classification in the 
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combined bilateral frontal–fusiform–parietal regions, and the remaining subjects (N = 12) 
showed good classification in various subsets of this larger mask (see Figure 4). Notably, whole-
brain classification was less successful than this ROI-based approached (MAUC = 53.49%).   
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Linking neural classification to memory performance 
Refresh vs. Repeat  
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  As in the three-way classification analysis, the classification scores for each individual 
were converted to a sensitivity score, accounting for both hits and false alarms, by computing the 
area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the refresh vs. repeat classification. The classifier AUC for 
separating re-reading from refreshing was well above chance in the combined mask of frontal–
fusiform–parietal regions and its various subsets (MAUC= 61.14%, SD = 2.9%, chance = 50%, p 
< .001-.05; Figure 5b). These neural separability scores were then correlated with three 
individual behavioral metrics: (1) the repeat processing benefit contrasts memory for the 
processed triplets (i.e., the words that were re-read) vs. the unprocessed triplets in that condition, 
(2) the refresh processing benefit contrasts memory for the processed triplet (i.e., the words that 
were refreshed) vs. the unprocessed triplets in that condition, and (3) the repeat-minus-refresh 
benefit contrasts the memory of the processed triplets in both conditions. The repeat processing 
benefit was not significantly correlated with neural separability (r = 0.146, p = .485). A higher 
refresh processing benefit was significantly correlated with lower neural separability between 
refresh and repeat (r = -0.591, p = .0263; Figure 
7
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a). The more an individual benefited from refreshing parts of a list, the more neurally similar this 
process was to re-reading parts of a list. There was a significant positive correlation between 
classifier AUC scores for the repeat vs. refresh processes and the behavioral repeat-minus-
refresh benefit (r = 0.419, p = .047; Figure 7b). That is, the more neurally separable repeat was 
from refresh, the larger the relative advantage of repeating over refreshing the words. Conversely, 
memory for refreshed words approximated the (higher) accuracy of repeated words when these 
neural processes were more similar. In summary, these results indicate that although repeating 
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items benefited WM performance more than refreshing did, this relative advantage was reduced 
in individuals for which the neural processes of repeating and refreshing were more similar. That 
is, refreshing benefited WM more when it appeared, in the brain, to be more like the subject was 
re-reading the words. 
 
Elaborate vs. Repeat 
To assess how the neural classification of the elaboration process relates to an 
individual’s task performance, we again used the repeat condition as a reference (see Methods). 
For 20 of the 25 subjects who showed significant classification in the three-way analysis, the 
processes of re-repeating and elaboration were classifiable significantly above chance in at least 
one mask, with a mean AUC of 67.11 % (SD = 5.67%). The individuals’ best masks formed two 
clusters: one of bigger masks, including frontal and temporal regions (6 subjects) and the other of 
just frontal regions (11 subjects). The remaining 4 subjects showed highest classifiability of 
repeat vs. elaborate in temporal regions (see Figure 6b).  
Elaboration had no behavioral effect on WM, but instead showed a benefit for LTM. 
Therefore, our analysis focused on three behavioral contrasts in the LTM accuracy data: (1) the 
repeat processing benefit contrasts memory for the processed triplets (i.e., the words that were 
re-read) vs. the unprocessed triplets in that condition, (2) the elaboration processing benefit 
contrasts memory for the processed triplet (i.e., the words that were elaborated) vs. the 
unprocessed triplets in that condition, and (3) the elaborate-minus-repeat benefit contrasts the 
memory of the processed triplets in both conditions.  
Across subjects, the relative LTM performance benefit of elaborate–minus-repeat was 
positively correlated with the classifier AUC scores reflecting the neural separation of these two 
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processes (r = 0.45, p < .05; Figure 7d). The more these processes were separable in the brain, 
the more that elaboration provided a benefit for LTM beyond simply re-reading the words. 
Neither the repeat processing benefit nor the elaboration processing benefit were significantly 
correlated with neural separability (r = 0.17, p = 0.487 and r = 0.26, p = 0.263, respectively). 
Although the neural separability of elaborate vs. repeat related to the LTM performance benefit 
of elaborate-minus-repeat, we did not find such an effect on WM (r = 0.17, p = 0.484). Similar 
to LTM, neither the repeat processing benefit nor the elaboration processing benefit were 
significantly correlated with neural separability (r = -0.12, p = 0.61 and r = -.07, p = 0.76, 
respectively). 
Refreshing with Elaboration 
The four-way classification (repeat, refreshing, elaboration, refreshing with elaboration) 
yielded above chance classification in 27 out of 30 subjects, with a mean accuracy of 32.68% 
(SD = 2.95), in the combined mask of frontal–fusiform–parietal regions or its subset mask 
(frontal N = 3, fusiform left hemisphere N = 2, inferior frontal N = 1, inferior frontal right 
hemisphere N = 2, superior frontal left hemisphere N = 1). In order to assess the neural similarity 
of refreshing with elaboration to the individual processes of refreshing and elaboration, we used 
cross-validation to train a classifier and extract classifier evidence values for the refreshing, 
elaboration, and the refreshing with elaboration conditions. The classifier was applied to the 
held-out testing run of each fold of the cross-validation, and classifier results were extracted for 
each trial of the refreshing with elaboration condition. The evidence values across all of these 
trials were highly similar for each of the three trained categories. To probe further, we calculated 
the proportion of trials in this refreshing with elaboration condition that were classified as 
refreshing, elaboration, or the combined condition. Over all subjects, each of the three processes 
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was predicted equally often. In other words, the classifier was unable to reliably distinguish the 
combined refreshing with elaboration condition from either the refreshing condition or the 
elaboration condition.  
Older Adults 
Repeat vs. Refresh vs. Elaborate.  
The same analysis pipeline for the three-way problem in the young adults was 
subsequently applied to the independent sample of 27 older adults. For 22 subjects the 
classification of repeat vs. refresh vs. elaborate was significantly above chance in the frontal-
parietal-fusiform mask or its subset masks, with a mean classifier AUC of 54.02 % (SD = 3.79%, 
see Figure 8b).  This result indicates that the three processes were neurally separable also in 
older adults. Data from the five subjects for which the cross-validation classification accuracy 
was not significantly above chance were excluded from the subsequent analyses.  
 
Linking neural classification to memory performance 
Repeat vs. Refreshing  
In order to assess how the neural classification of the processes of refreshing repeating relates to 
memory performance for the older adults, we again applied the same analysis approach as 
performed on the young adults. We retrieved the classifier AUC scores for separating repeating 
from refreshing in the 22 subjects (MAUC = 61.58%, SD = 3.36%, p < .001 - .05) in the combined 
mask of frontal–fusiform–parietal regions or in one of its subsets (Figure 9b). The AUC scores 
was significantly correlated to subjects' behavioral repeat-minus-refresh benefit: The bigger the 
repeating and refreshing was (with higher performance in the repeating condition), the more 
separable were the two processes in the brain, represented by higher AUCs (r = 0.43, p = .031; 
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see Figure 11a). This is the same relation as we had observed in the young sample. In contrast to 
the young adults, we did not find a significant correlation of neural separability to the refresh 
processing benefit (r = -0.001, p = .998). Instead these neural measures were correlated with 
subjects' repeat processing benefits: Individuals with higher neural separability of re-repeating vs. 
refreshing showed a larger benefit for the portions of the word lists that were repeated (r = 0.48, 
p = .016, see Figure 11b).  
In summary, the older adults’ repeat processing benefit in WM performance was 
predictive of the neural separability of the two processes of repeating and refreshing. Diverging 
from young adults, the older adults’ refreshing processing benefit was unrelated to the neural 
classifiability of these processes. This result might indicate a different, and less effective, 
strategy of refreshing was used by older adults compared with that of the young adults.  
 
Repeat vs. Elaborate 
 In order to assess the neural separability of the perceptually identical conditions of 
repeating and elaboration in older adults, we retrieved the classifier evidence values of the repeat 
and the elaboration conditions from the three-way trained classifier, in this case using each 
individuals’ mask with the highest classifier AUC. For 20 out of the 22 subjects that showed 
significant classification in the three-way analysis, the processes of repeating and elaboration 
were reliably separated, with a mean classifier AUC of 62.77 % (SD = 3.81, see Figure 10b). The 
individuals’ best masks formed four clusters: one of bigger masks, including frontal and 
temporal regions (5 subjects) another of just frontal regions (5 subjects), one of temporal regions 
(7), and one of parietal regions (3).  
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Just as in the young adults, elaboration had no behavioral effect on WM, but in contrast 
to the young adults, the older adults also showed no benefit of elaboration on LTM. An 
individual’s classifier AUC score was unrelated to WM performance, measured either by the 
elaboration-minus-repeat benefit (r = -0.13, p = 0.595), or by the elaboration processing benefit 
(r = 0.34, p = .146). There was also no significant correlation to LTM performance, indicated by 
the same contrasts (elaboration-minus-repeat benefit: r = -0.27, p = .244 and elaboration 
processing benefit): r = -0.15, p = .53).  
 
8.5 Discussion 
The goal of the present study was to investigate to what extent elaboration and refreshing 
are separable processes, given prior reports of their neural overlap as well as their similar 
proposed roles for WM and LTM. We aimed at investigating whether refreshing and elaboration 
are distinct in their contribution to WM and LTM formation, whether they elicit separable neural 
activation patterns in fMRI, and how they relate to age-related memory deficits. We compared 
the neural and behavioral results of these processes to a control condition of re-reading 
(repeating) the words during the delay-period of a WM task. In the following, we discuss the 
effects of refreshing and elaboration on WM and LTM, as compared to repeating, and we argue 
that these processes are distinct and have distinct consequences on memory performance in 
young and old adults. 
 
8.5.1 How does refreshing affect WM and LTM? 
We replicated the behavioral findings from Bartsch et al. (2018) that repeating items 
benefited WM performance more than refreshing did. This relative advantage was reduced when 
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the neural processes of reading and refreshing were more similar. That is, refreshing benefited 
WM the most when it appeared, in the brain, to be most like the process of re-reading the 
memory items. This finding contributes to the current debate of which aspect of a word's 
representation is being reactivated by refreshing: Our results indicate that it is beneficial to 
refresh the visual perceptual trace of the word or the lexical representation that is elicited also by 
reading, with these characteristics forming a part of its multi-faceted representation in WM 
(D’Esposito & Postle, 2015; Eriksson et al., 2015; Lewis-Peacock & Postle, 2008; Ranganath, 
2006; Ranganath & Blumenfeld, 2005; Ranganath et al., 2005).  
The assumption that successful refreshing primarily re-activates the visual aspects of 
word representations converges with recent behavioral findings suggesting that thinking of an 
item in a perceptual/visual manner could result in a larger refreshing benefit:  Souza, Vergauwe, 
and Oberauer et al. ( 2018) presented cues to refresh memory items during the retention intervals 
of various WM tasks to instruct people to refresh the cued items. The frequency of refreshing 
each item increased memory performance for both verbal and visual-spatial stimuli, but the 
beneﬁts of refreshing were larger for visual–spatial than verbal materials. Hence, although 
refreshing is conceptualized as a domain-general mechanism, it might be optimized for the 
visuospatial system.  
Another explanation for the reduced neural discriminability of re-reading vs. refreshing 
for those individuals with larger refresh processing benefits could be that the memory benefit 
arises from another process altogether, one that may be performed similarly during re-reading 
and refreshing: the strengthening of retrieval cues to the target information (Lewandowsky & 
Farrell, 2008; Oberauer & Hein, 2012; Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2011). Accordingly, 
successful refreshers could be strengthening the content-context bindings in the refreshing 
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condition in a similar way as on repeat trials in which they can explicitly re-encode the 
information. The current results cannot distinguish between these two interpretations. 
Nevertheless, what our results demonstrate is that successful refreshers perform this operation 
more similarly, and with similar behavioral advantages, as when they are afforded an opportunity 
to re-read the physical stimuli prior to the memory test.  
 
8.5.2 How does elaboration affect WM and LTM? 
The elaboration process can be distinguished from mere re-reading by the accompanying 
distributed patterns of fMRI activity in the brain. Whereas elaboration showed no benefit for 
WM, it did facilitate LTM performance for young but not old adults.  Accordingly, in young but 
not old adults, the degree of neural separability of re-reading vs. elaboration was positively 
correlated with the elaboration benefit in LTM: Greater separation between the neural processes 
of reading and elaboration was associated with larger LTM benefits of elaboration across 
subjects (Figure 7 C & D). The present results confirm prior studies showing evidence against a 
WM benefit of elaboration (Loaiza & Camos, 2016). However, our findings fail to provide 
experimental support for the conclusion from previous studies which found that higher WM 
performance on complex-span tasks was correlated with individuals’ use of elaboration strategies 
such as imagery and sentence generation (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 2009; Bailey et al., 2008, 
2011; Dunlosky & Kane, 2007). This discrepancy could be due to the present study using a 
simple-span paradigm and previous research relying on complex-span tasks. Alternatively, the 
correlation might not reflect a causal effect of elaboration on memory – rather, participants who 
have good memory have more information in memory to elaborate on.  
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8.5.3 Are refreshing and elaboration distinct processes? 
If refreshing and elaboration are two labels for the same process, then the pattern of 
behavioral effects should be the same for WM and on LTM, and the patterns of brain activity 
supporting these processes should be indistinguishable. In the present study, in a combined mask 
of a priori brain regions from frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes, we found successful 
differentiation of brain activity associated with re-reading, refreshing and elaboration processes. 
This neural evidence supports the assumption that refreshing and elaboration are implemented 
with distinct neural processes.  
Further, as discussed separately above, refreshing and elaboration resulted in distinct 
behavioral effects on tests of WM and LTM.  Replicating our previous work (Bartsch et al., 
2018), we found that elaboration, but not refreshing, improves episodic LTM, but not WM. 
Taken together, the neural and behavioral results replicate and extend previous findings by 
supporting a distinction of the refreshing and elaboration processes. 
8.5.4 How do refreshing and elaboration contribute to age-related memory deficits? 
In addition to the question of whether refreshing and elaboration are distinct processes 
that can facilitate memory, another goal of the present study was to investigate whether these 
processes and their impacts on memory are preserved in older adults. As in our young adult 
sample, the three processes of repeating, refreshing, and elaboration were neurally 
distinguishable in the predefined mask of frontal, parietal and temporal regions for a majority of 
the older adults (N = 22 of 27; Figure 8). The direct comparison of repeating vs. refreshing 
provided confirmatory evidence that, like young adults, the older adults engaged these processes 
differently, and that individuals with a larger degree of neural separability also had larger 
behavioral benefits of repeating over refreshing. In young adults, the refreshing processing 
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benefit also increased as the refreshing process became more similar to the repeating process in 
the brain. However, this relationship did not replicate for older adults. Instead, the repeat 
processing benefit was shown to decrease as these processes became more similar. 
The interpretation we proposed for the young adults, of refreshing being most beneficial 
for memory when it appears in the brain to be like reading, does not appear to hold for older 
adults. Rather, our results indicate that refreshing is implemented differently, and less effectively, 
by older adults as compared to young adults. Future studies could account for these findings by, 
for example, instructing older adults to refresh an item specifically by “thinking of its visual 
representation”. Such a manipulation would allow us to test whether implementing refreshing as 
a simulated re-reading of the memory items is most beneficial for WM, and it could also address 
whether a deficit in refreshing can be compensated for by teaching an effective strategy. 
 Similar to the young adults, refreshing had no benefit on LTM in older adults. This 
replicates the age-group specific findings of Johnson (2004), who also found no LTM benefit in 
old adults when comparing refreshing to re-reading. It was identified as an independent process, 
however, as refreshing was neurally separable from both re-reading and elaboration. As 
refreshing was not related to LTM performance, even in the young adults, we conclude that 
deficits in refreshing are not responsible for the LTM deficit in older adults either.  
The results on elaboration show that the fMRI classifiers were able to differentiate mere 
re-reading from elaborating in the majority of the older adults (N = 20 out of 27; Figure 10). 
However, there was no LTM benefit of elaboration in older adults, whereas this effect was robust 
in the young group (Figure 3). We argue therefore that most of the older adults did perform some 
mental manipulation in the elaboration condition that was different from mere re-reading, but 
whatever it was did not affect their LTM performance. These results are in line with the 
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elaboration deficit hypothesis (Smith, 1980), showing that when having to generate their own 
elaborations (here mental images), older adults do not benefit in the same way as young adults 
do. Taken together, our results provide evidence that the LTM deficit of older adults might arise 
at least in part from a deficit in the process of elaboration. Future research might investigate 
whether age-related LTM deficits can be compensated by providing more precise elaboration 
instructions.  
8.5.5 Conclusion 
Our study revealed that the processes of repeated reading, refreshing, and elaboration are 
differentiable in brain activation patterns in both young and older adults. Refreshing was most 
effective when its neural pattern resembled that of repeated reading, which indicates the 
importance of reinstating the perceptual state of memoranda that are no longer physically present. 
Elaboration as a process can be neurally distinguished from mere reading. While it had no impact 
on WM, elaboration did improve episodic LTM for young adults and the size of the benefit was 
related to the neural separability of elaboration: The more differentiated elaboration was from re-
reading, the more elaboration benefited LTM. In contrast to the young adults, older adults' 
episodic LTM did not benefit from elaboration, even though this process was neurally separable 
from reading. This suggests that older adults implemented a sub-optimal form of elaboration, and 
this may be a contributing factor to age-related. 
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8.6 Tables 
Table 3 ROIs with their corresponding BAs and references of previous reporting in univariate analyses in 
the literature. 
Label sub region BA Labeled region reported in 
frontal inferior frontal 44,45,47 Johnson et al., 2005;  
Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, & Greene, 2004;  
Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Greene, & 
Johnson, 2007;  
Raye, Mitchell, Reeder, Greene, & 
Johnson, 2008  
Blumenfeld, 2006;  
Blumenfeld, Parks, & Yonelinas, 2010;  
Kim & Giovanello, 2011; Murray & 
Ranganath, 2007 
 
middle & 
superior frontal 
4,6, 
8,9,10,46 
parietal 
 3,7,40  
Johnson et al., 2004;  
Kim & Giovanello, 2011;  
Murray & Ranganath, 2007;  
Raye, Johnson, Mitchell, Reeder, & 
Greene, 2002;  
Raye et al., 2007, 2008 
fusiform  19, 37 Murray & Ranganath, 2007;  Raye et al., 2008 
parahippocampal  27, 28, 34, 35, 36 
Kim & Giovanello, 2011 
Murray & Ranganath, 2007 
temporal inferior 20  Blumenfeld et al., 2010; 
 Johnson et al., 2004; 
 Kim & Giovanello, 2011; 
 Murray & Ranganath, 2007 
middle 21 
superior 22, 38 
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Table 4 The posterior effect estimates and their 95% HDRs of the generalized linear mixed model for 
binomial response variables for the immediate serial memory data. 
 
mean 
parame
ter on probit 
scale 
95% HDR 
(Intercept) 0.09 [-0.01, 0.19] 
processing 0.44 [0.38, 0.49] 
repeat/refresh -0.23 [-0.26, -0.19] 
elaboration 0.01 [-0.03, 0.05] 
age -0.29 [-0.44, -0.15] 
processing * repeat/refresh -0.30 [-0.35, -0.26] 
processing * elaboration -0.04 [-0.08, 0.01] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration -0.02 [-0.07, 0.02] 
age * processing 0.01  [-0.07, 0.08] 
age * repeat/refresh 0.09   [0.04, 0.14] 
age * elaboration 0.05   [0.00, 0.10] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.02 [-0.02, 0.08] 
processing * repeat/refresh * age -0.05  [-0.11, 0.02] 
processing * elaboration * age 0.02  [-0.05, 0.08] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration * age -0.06  [-0.12, 0.00] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration * age 0.00 [-0.09, 0.08] 
Note. Credible effects, defined as HDRs excluding zero, are printed in bold.
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Table 5 The posterior effect estimates and their 95 % HDRs of the generalized linear mixed model for 
binomial response variables for the delayed memory data. 
 
mean 
para
meter on 
probit scale 
95% HDR 
(Intercept) -0.29 [-0.38 -0.25] 
processing 0.06 [0.01, 0.1] 
repeat/refresh -0.05 [-0.09, -0.01] 
elaboration -0.04 [-0.09, 0] 
age 
 -0.06 [-0.11, -0.01] 
processing * repeat/refresh -0.04 [-0.09, 0.02] 
processing * elaboration -0.01 [-0.07, 0.05] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration 0.05 [-0.01, 0.11] 
age * processing 0.03 [-0.03, 0.09] 
age * repeat/refresh -0.05 [-0.11, 0.01] 
age * elaboration 0.08 [0.01, 0.14] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration -0.03 [-0.12, 0.05] 
processing * repeat/refresh * age 0.05 [-0.03, 0.14] 
processing * elaboration * age 0.05 [-0.04, 0.13] 
repeat/refresh * elaboration * age -0.04 [-0.13, 0.05] 
processing * repeat/refresh * elaboration * age -0.04 [-0.15, 0.08] 
Note. Credible effects, defined as HDRs excluding zero, are printed in bold. 
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8.7 Figures 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of the immediate memory paradigm. Subjects were shown a list of 
six words sequentially, followed by either the first (A) or second (B) triplet being processed 
according to the four experimental conditions. The trial ended with a recognition test in which 
each list item was tested in their order of presentation using a 4-alternative forced-choice 
procedure. (A) shows the repeat condition, which was preceded with the instruction to form a 
mental image in the elaboration condition. (B) shows the refresh condition, which was preceded 
with the instruction to form a mental image in the 4th condition (refreshing with elaboration).  
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Figure 3 processing benefit in the WM (upper graph) and LTM (lower graph) task. The blue symbols and 
error bars represent estimated processing benefits and their 95% HDRs from the BGLMM for the 
conditions with elaboration, the grey symbols represent the same for the ones without elaboration. The 
crosses represent the observed data. Their overlap indicates that the model adequately describes the data. 
The red line represents the point of no difference in performance between the processed and the 
unprocessed triplet.  
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Figure 4 Classifier decodability across ROIs for Repeat vs. Refreshing vs. Elaboration in young adults. A: 
ROIs used for analysis. B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC for the subjects in the frontal 
fusiform parietal mask or its subsets. The error bars indicate the standard error.   
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Figure 5 Classifier decodability across ROIs for Repeat vs. Refreshing for young adults. A: ROIs used for analysis. 
B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC for each the subjects in the frontal fusiform parietal mask or its 
subsets. The error bars indicate the standard error.   
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Figure 6 Classifier decodability across ROIs for Repeat vs. Elaboration for young adults. A: ROIs used for 
analysis. B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC for each the subject in the frontal fusiform parietal 
mask or its subsets. The error bars indicate the standard error.   
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Figure 7 Correlation of MVPA classification (i.e. AUC) to memory performance. A: for the two-way 
problem of Repeat vs. Refresh in young adults to the subjects' behavioral refreshing processing benefit 
in working memory and to B: the subjects' behavioral repeat vs. refreshing benefit in working memory. 
Correlation of Classifier AUC for the two-way problem of Repeat vs. Elaboration C: to the subjects' 
behavioral elaboration vs. repeat benefit in long-term memory and D: to the subjects' behavioral 
elaboration vs. repeat benefit in long-term memory. Each point represents an individual subject. 
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Figure 8 Classifier decodability across ROIs for the three-way problem Repeat vs. Refreshing vs. 
Elaboration in Older adults. A: ROIs used for analysis. B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC 
for each the subjects in the frontal fusiform parietal mask or its subsets. The error bars indicate the 
standard error.   
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Figure 9 Classifier decodability across ROIs for Repeat vs. Refreshing in older adults. A: ROIs used for 
analysis. B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC for each the subjects in the frontal fusiform 
parietal mask or its subsets. The error bars indicate the standard error.  
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Figure 10 Classifier decodability across ROIs for Repeat vs. Elaboration in older adults. A: ROIs used 
for analysis. B: Decoding as indicated by the classifier AUC for each the subjects in the frontal fusiform 
parietal mask or its subsets. The error bars indicate the standard error.   
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Figure 11 Correlation of MVPA classification (i.e. AUC) for the two-way problem of Repeat vs. 
Refresh in older adults to memory performance A:  the subjects' behavioral repeat vs. refreshing 
benefit in working memory and B: the subjects' behavioral repeat processing benefit in working 
memory. Each point represents an individual.  
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9.1 Abstract 
Past research has consistently shown that episodic memory (EM) declines with adult age 
and, according to the associative-deficit hypothesis, the locus of this decline is binding 
difficulties. We investigated the importance of establishing and maintaining bindings in working 
memory (WM) for age differences in associative EM. In Experiment 1 we adapted the 
presentation rate of word pairs for each participant to achieve 67% correct responses during a 
WM test of bindings in young and older adults. EM for the pairs was tested thereafter in the 
same way as WM. Equating WM for bindings between young and older adults reduced, but did 
not fully eliminate, the associative EM deficit in the older adults. In Experiment 2 we varied the 
set size of word pairs in a WM test, retaining the mean presentation rates for each age group 
from Experiment 1. If a WM deficit at encoding causes the EM deficit in older adults, both WM 
and EM performance should decrease with increasing set size. Against this prediction, increasing 
set size did not affect EM. We conclude that reduced WM capacity does not cause the EM deficit 
of older adults. Rather, both WM and EM deficits are reflections of a common cause, which can 
be compensated for by longer encoding time.  
 
9.2 Introduction 
The long-term retention of episodes and events in episodic memory (EM) declines in 
older age (e.g., Hoyer & Verhaeghen, 2006; Naveh-Benjamin & Old, 2008; Zacks, Hasher, & Li, 
2000). So far, the cause of this decline is still under debate. The proposed explanations include 
reduced speed of processing (Salthouse, 1996), reduced processing resources such us a limited 
working memory (WM) capacity (Craik & Byrd, 1982), and reduced inhibition (Zacks & Hasher, 
1994). The age-related deficit in EM has been characterized as primarily a deficit of old adults in 
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building and retrieving relations (the associative deficit hypothesis, ADH, Naveh-Benjamin, 
2000), whereas memory for individual components – referred to as item memory – is relatively 
intact in older age. The specific age-related decline in associative memory has been shown for 
various materials including word pairs, picture pairs, and face-name pairs (Bastin & Van Der 
Linden, 2005; Buchler, et al., 2011; Hara & Naveh-Benjamin, 2015). A meta-analysis evaluating 
90 studies on the age-related associative deficit reports large effects sizes of age (dA ≥ 0.80) for 
verbal materials tested with a recognition test (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). Further, the meta-
analysis showed larger age effects on associative than on item memory. Further the meta-
analysis provided evidence that the size of the age-related associative deficit depends, among 
other variables, on the type of binding formed, with larger deficits for item-item compared to 
item-context bindings. Furthermore, the age-related associative deficit is larger for recall than 
recognition test formats (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). To have a clear characterization of EM 
decline in older age, it is a priority of cognitive aging researchers to isolate the causes for this 
disproportionate impairment in associative memory. 
 
9.2.1 Age-related decline may be caused by a working memory deficit 
Here we investigated whether WM plays a key role in causing associative deficits of EM 
in older adults (i.e., the WM binding deficit hypothesis). As an alternative, we consider the 
possibility that age-related deficits in WM and in EM are related through a common cause, such 
that inefficient encoding that impairs WM and EM alike (i.e., the common cause hypothesis). It 
should be noted that the terminology for relational information varies depending on the memory 
system. To clarify, for WM relational information is typically referred to as “bindings” whereas 
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for EM the term “associations” is used. We will refer to "bindings" as the general term, 
encompassing both bindings and associations. 
The WM binding deficit hypothesis starts from the assumption that WM is needed to 
build and temporarily maintain new bindings, and that WM capacity is a limit on the 
maintenance of bindings (Oberauer, 2005). According to the WM binding deficit hypothesis, the 
capacity limit of WM could constrain the bindings formed in EM, and the age-related 
associative-memory deficit could be a consequence of older adults' reduced WM capacity (e.g., 
Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996; Hara & Naveh-Benjamin, 2015; Mitchell, Johnson, Raye, Mather, & 
Esposito, 2000; Park et al., 2002).  
To justify the WM binding deficit hypothesis in the first instance, there should be 
evidence for an age-related deficit for maintaining bindings in WM that is similar to the one 
shown in EM. The evidence for this assumption is ambiguous. Some studies have provided 
evidence for an age-related binding deficit in WM (Borg, Leroy, Favre, Laurent, & Thomas-
Antérion, 2011; Brown & Brockmole, 2010; Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996; Chen & Naveh-
Benjamin, 2012; Cowan, Naveh-Benjamin, Kilb, & Saults, 2006; Fandakova, Shing, & 
Lindenberger, 2013; Mitchell et al., 2000; Oberauer, 2005) whereas others have found no 
evidence for it (Brockmole, Parra, Della Sala, & Logie, 2008; Brown, Niven, Logie, Rhodes, & 
Allen, 2017; Parra, Abrahams, Logie, & Della Sala, 2009; Peterson, Schmidt, & Naveh-
Benjamin, 2017; Read, Rogers, & Wilson, 2016; Rhodes, Parra, & Logie, 2016).  
 Assuming that there is an age-related deficit in both maintaining WM bindings and 
remembering EM bindings, the question remains regarding how they are related: Does the WM 
binding deficit contribute causally to the associative EM deficit in old age? Support for this 
notion comes from work varying the study-test retention interval in a continuous recognition task, 
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revealing older adults' binding memory deficit over the short and long term (Chen & Naveh-
Benjamin, 2012). However, this result is also consistent with the common cause hypothesis 
according to which binding deficits in WM and more long-term associative-memory deficits are 
both due to a more general inefficiency of encoding. Conclusive evidence for a causal role of 
impaired WM binding for the age-related associative deficits in EM has not yet been provided. 
The most convincing evidence for such a role would indicate that experimentally varying any 
potential age-related binding deficit in WM has strong consequences for the associative deficit in 
EM. More precisely, if the age-related binding deficit in WM were eliminated, then the 
corresponding associative deficit in EM should likewise disappear; similarly, if WM bindings 
were further impaired, then the associative deficit in EM should become larger.  
Hara and Naveh-Benjamin (2015) indirectly tested this prediction by simulating older 
adults’ EM associative deficit in young adults that had to perform a math task with varying 
difficulty while encoding name–face pairs. Their results showed that young adults’ associative 
memory declined more than their item memory when engaging in a secondary task during 
encoding compared to full attention at encoding. This performance pattern mimics the older 
adults’ associative memory deficit. The researchers concluded that the associative deficit in older 
age is caused by a reduction of their WM resources that may already be exhausted after the 
individual components are stored but before they are bound together.  
One limitation of the study of Hara and Naveh-Benjamin (2015) is that their 
interpretation relies on an ordinal interaction: Binding memory of the young adults was already 
worse than their item memory at full attention; under divided attention, this difference increased. 
This interaction could simply arise because overall performance declines, thereby shifting 
performance into a more sensitive part of the measurement scale (i.e., further away from ceiling) 
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and consequently amplifying the contrast between item memory and binding memory. This 
ambiguity in ordinal interactions (Loftus, 1978) prevents any strong interpretation of the study of 
Hara and Naveh-Benjamin.   
Here we take a different approach and test two predictions from the WM binding deficit 
hypothesis: First, if older adults' WM binding deficit is compensated by giving them more time 
for encoding the given bindings, this should also compensate the age difference in a subsequent 
test of EM for the same bindings. This prediction, however, also follows from the assumption 
that age-related encoding deficits are a common cause of older adults' impaired WM for bindings 
and their impaired EM for bindings. The second prediction can adjudicate between these two 
hypotheses: If increasing the number of items to remember (i.e., the memory set size) impairs the 
quality of bindings in WM, then increasing set size should likewise impair subsequent EM for 
the same information in both young and old adults alike. The two experiments of our study tested 
these two predictions.  
 
9.2.2 Present Study 
The goal of the present study was to investigate the importance of establishing and 
holding bindings in WM to age differences in retention of those bindings in EM. Accordingly, 
the two reported experiments investigated whether a WM deficit causes the age-related decline 
in EM. In Experiment 1 we investigated how equating memory for bindings in WM between 
young and older adults influences older adults’ EM for the same bindings. We aimed to equate 
WM for bindings by adapting the presentation rate of the memoranda according to the subjects’ 
ongoing performance on the WM task, particularly their retention of the bindings, as detailed 
below. If age-related differences in WM capacity cause the associative-memory deficit in EM, 
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then equating WM binding performance between young and older adults should eliminate the 
age-related deficit in EM binding. Experiment 2 aimed to test the same hypothesis through a 
second approach: If WM capacity limits the acquisition of bindings in EM, then increasing the 
load on WM (i.e., the memory set size) should impair binding memory in a WM test and also in 
a subsequent EM test for the same bindings. 
 
9.2.3 Measuring Binding and Item Memory 
In general, short-term relational recognition tasks require participants to retain bindings 
between each item (e.g., a word or an object) and another element, such as the item’s context 
(e.g., locations on the screen in which they were presented) or another item (e.g., pairings of 
words with other words). During the test phase, participants are required to distinguish between 
the original pairings, recombined pairings, and pairs of new items. Older adults have exhibited 
more errors on such tasks requiring temporary bindings in WM compared to younger adults, and 
compared to tasks wherein only an item recognition decision, regardless of the item’s bindings to 
other elements, is required (Fandakova, Shing, & Lindenberger, 2013; Oberauer, 2005). 
Researchers have subsequently varied these binding tasks to include more types of pairings and 
stimuli, and modified some details of the test format (De Simoni & von Bastian, 2018; Wilhelm, 
Hildebrandt, & Oberauer, 2013). For example, Wilhelm and colleagues (2013) presented 
pairings between two stimuli, such as words and digits, and randomly probed memory for the 
pairs, with one of the items of the pairing serving as a cue for either its correct match, a 
completely new item, or an intrusion of an item presented within the trial but not in its correct 
pairing. This work has provided evidence that a general binding factor represents a common 
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source of variance in typical WM tasks (e.g. complex span, Updating, Recall-1-back; Wilhelm et 
al., 2013).  
Building on the WM binding task of Wilhelm et al. (2013), the WM task in the present 
study was an immediate memory test in which participants remembered arbitrary word pairs (e.g., 
dog – tooth, tree – bottle) and were tested with a three-alternative forced choice procedure. The 
test was designed to obtain separate measures of item and binding memory. Specifically, one 
item from each pair (e.g., tooth) was presented with options that included the original correct 
pairing (e.g., dog), a never-presented incorrect item (i.e., a new item; e.g., book), or an incorrect 
lure item that was presented in the trial but not in that pair (e.g., tree; see Figure 12). EM for the 
pairs was later tested with the same method used during the WM task. This paradigm allowed 
separate estimates of binding and item memory for both WM and EM in the same paradigm so 
that age differences could be investigated without confounding test differences with time of test.  
In order to obtain estimates of binding and item memory from the responses in the above 
task, we applied multinomial process tree (MPT) models to the response frequencies (e.g., 
Buchner, Erdfelder, & Vaterrodt-Plünnecke, 1995). The structure of the MPT model is shown in 
Figure 13, and is equivalent to a measurement model reported in earlier work (i.e. the 
independence model, Jacoby, 1999; Jacoby, Debner, & Hay, 2001; see Cooper, Greve, & Henson, 
2017 for recent evidence for this approach): The first branch represents whether or not the person 
correctly remembers the binding of the tested pair. If they remember the binding (with 
probability Pb), they can recollect the correct element previously paired with the cue. If they fail 
to remember the binding (with probability 1-Pb), they can still remember which items have been 
presented in the current trial (with probability Pi), In that case, they can guess between the two 
items that were in the current trial, leading to a correct response or to a lure response with equal 
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probability (gb = 0.5). If they fail to recall the items in the trial (with probability 1-Pi), they guess 
among all three response options (correct, lure, new) with equal probability (gi = 0.333). 
The present implementation of the binding task, including the 3-alternative forced-choice 
set-up together with the MPT measurement model, allows purer estimates of binding and item 
memory compared to previous paradigms. More precisely, a pure measure of item memory is not 
achieved by instructing participants to only retain and report on single items – which were 
nevertheless presented in some context – because incidental encoding of bindings still affects 
performance (Jaswal & Logie, 2011; Prabhakaran, Narayanan, Zhao, & Gabriel, 2000; Postle, 
Awh, Serences, Sutterer, & D’Esposito, 2013; Reinitz & Hannigan, 2004; Treisman & Zhang, 
2006). This evidence showing that binding memory contaminates many measures of item 
memory suggests that the aforementioned divergence regarding whether there is a specific age 
deficit for bindings may at least be partly due to an overestimation of the magnitude of an age 
difference in item memory. That is, if older adults have a true binding deficit and item memory 
may be affected by incidental encoding of bindings, then any age difference in item memory may 
be partly due to the binding deficit even though these are intended to be separate measures. 
Consequently, this could appear as a more symmetrical age difference between binding and item 
memory that does not accurately capture the true state of affairs. Thus, our relational recognition 
binding tasks, together with the MPT measurement model, may better identify the contributions 
of binding and item memory to performance, which is especially important given the mixed 
findings of the literature regarding an age-related binding deficit in WM.   
In summary, the nature of the relational recognition task and the application of the MPT 
model allowed us to estimate relatively pure measures of binding and item memory for both WM 
and EM. Furthermore, the individual and ongoing adaptation of presentation rate of the pairs 
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based on a criterion of correct recollection of bindings in Experiment 1 allowed us to equate WM 
binding memory between age groups, and to use the resulting presentation rate for Experiment 2. 
These advantages of the study’s design allowed us to distinguish whether equating binding 
memory in WM between age groups compensates for the age-related associative deficit in EM. 
Furthermore, if older adults' WM for bindings is impaired more than their WM for items, we 
expected that equating both age groups with regard to WM for bindings should lead to an age-
related benefit for item memory (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008).Finally, Experiment 2 utilized 
the presentation rates approximated in Experiment 1 to assess whether set size similarly impairs 
binding memory in WM and EM. 
 
9.2.4 Analytic Approach  
We used Bayesian statistical analyses, which have been recommended repeatedly for 
psychological research (e.g., Gallistel, 2009; Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009; 
Wagenmakers, 2007). Specifically, we implemented hierarchical Bayesian multinomial 
processing tree (MPT) models.  MPT models estimate the probability of latent cognitive states 
on the basis of categorical data (Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). The hierarchical modeling 
framework accounts for participant heterogeneity by assuming that the individual parameters are 
drawn from a distribution describing the population. In this way, the model estimates parameters 
for each individual, as well as the mean and the dispersion of parameter values in the population. 
We fit hierarchical MPT models for each age group separately within the TreeBUGS Package 
(Heck, Arnold, & Arnold, 2018) for R (R Core Team, 2017), using the default uniform priors of 
the package, which are justified in the article by Heck and colleagues (2018). The MPT model of 
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Figure 13 was applied separately to the responses of each age group in the WM task, and to 
those of the EM task. 
The TreeBUGS package yields Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) samples from the 
posterior probability distribution of the population mean of the MPT parameters (i.e., estimates 
of the mean Pb and Pi for each age group). By subtracting the posterior samples of the young 
from those of the old adults, we obtained a posterior distribution of the age difference in these 
parameters. We computed the means and the 95% credibility interval of these differences to 
assess the effect of age on the MPT parameters (Smith & Batchelder, 2010). The mean of the 
posterior provides a point-estimate of the effect size (i.e., the central tendency of the posterior 
difference). The 95% credibility interval gives the smallest range of parameter values over which 
95% of the posterior probability is concentrated, and as such provides an assessment of the 
uncertainty of estimation (i.e., the dispersion of the posterior difference). For inference, we 
consult the proportion of the posterior probability density of a parameter difference that is larger 
or smaller than zero; this proportion provides an estimate of the posterior probability that the true 
effect is positive or negative, respectively.  
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9.3 Experiment 1 
9.3.1 Method 
9.3.1.1 Participants 
We recruited 30 students (15 female) from the University of Zurich and 30 healthy older 
adults (15 female) from the Zurich community as participants7. They were compensated with 
either 15 Swiss Francs (about 15 USD) or partial course credit for the one-hour experiment. 
Cognitive functioning was screened with the MMSE (Mini-Mental Status Examination; Folstein, 
Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), indicating age-typical cognitive abilities in our sample of older 
adults (M = 28.92, SD = 1.07, range = 27 - 30). Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics and 
posterior distributions of the age effects of our sample. The evidence indicates fewer years of 
formal education in the older compared with the young adults. The older adults showed better 
performance than the young adults in a computerized vocabulary test (Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz 
Test version B, Lehrl, 2005), consisting of 37 items in which participants are supposed to find an 
existing word between four similarly sounding non-words. The MWT-B is a marker test for 
crystallized intelligence. Hence, our sample of young and old adults show typical differences in 
education and measures of crystallized intelligence (Li et al., 2004). 
 
9.3.1.2 Materials and Procedure 
The stimuli were randomly drawn from a pool of 589 German concrete nouns for each 
participant. The nouns were between three and nine letters long and had a mean normalized 
 
7 We extended our initial sample of 20 young and 24 older adults during the revision of the 
manuscript. The use of Bayesian statistics allows for the continuation of sampling (Rouder, 2014; 
Schönbrodt, Wagenmakers, Zehetleitner, & Perugini, 2017). 
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lemma frequency of 24.76/million (drawn from the dlexdb.de lexical database). Pairs of nouns 
were created randomly for each participant to serve as the memoranda.  
The sequence of an experimental trial is illustrated in Figure 12. After the sequential 
presentation of three word pairs, participants were tested on each pair in random order. Memory 
was tested with a three-alternative forced-choice task, also illustrated in Figure 12: For each 
probe word, participants selected the word paired with it from three response options: correct, 
new, and lure (word from another pair). The position of the options on the screen was random, 
and participants used the mouse to select among them at their own pace. In order to estimate the 
latent cognitive states of remembering the bindings and items we calculated the number of 
responses for each of the three response options (correct, lure, and new) for each individual. 
The three to-be-remembered word pairs in each trial were sequentially presented from the 
top to the bottom of the screen. The presentation rate depended on the participants’ current 
cumulative percent of correct binding responses: The adaptive algorithm was a variant of 
Kaernbach’s (1991) weighted up-down algorithm that adjusted the presentation time per pair to 
achieve performance at 67% correct responses (i.e., choice of the correct pairing) for each 
participant. The algorithm continuously monitored average proportion correct over a moving 
window of the previous 10 trials. The presentation time for each pair to begin the experiment 
was set to 1000 ms and 1500 ms for the young and older adults, respectively. For older adults, 
the presentation rate increased by 200 ms if their moving average performance dropped below 
67% correct, and decreased by 100 ms if performance exceeded the criterion. We initially tested 
24 young adults with the exact same adaptation method, which unfortunately led to a mean 
accuracy level higher than we aimed for. We therefore decided to test a new group of young 
adults, reported here, with stricter adaptation parameters, which theoretically aimed for a 60% 
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criterion, but in practice reached the 67% criterion more closely. More specifically, the 
presentation rate increased by 180 ms if their moving average dropped below 60% correct 
responses, and decreased by 120 ms if performance exceeded the criterion. For both age groups, 
the maximum and minimum presentation rates were 5000 ms and 200 ms, respectively. 
There were five trials of the WM task in each block. An unrelated distracter task followed 
each block, in which the participants had to indicate the correctness of presented math equations 
(e.g. 9 x 8 = 72) for 1 minute. After that followed a delayed cued recognition test in the same 
format as the immediate test, wherein the participants were probed again with one of the words 
from each of the 15 pairs from the previous block. The probes were presented in random order, 
and the probe word as well as the correct response option (i.e., the word actually paired with the 
probe) were the same as during the WM test. However, the new word among the response 
options was a completely new word to the experiment (i.e., not the same new word as in the WM 
test) and the lure word was a word from another pair (i.e., not the same lure word as in the WM 
test). As during the WM test, the position of the options on the screen was random, and 
participants used the mouse to select among them at their own pace. This method allowed us to 
measure binding memory in WM and EM in the exact same format. The experiment comprised 
five blocks in total. 
 
9.3.2 Results 
One older participant’s presentation rate had reached the maximum (5000 ms) in the last 
block; this person was therefore excluded from further analysis, leaving data from 29 older and 
30 young adults. For the analysis of the presentation rates as well as the performance during the 
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WM and EM tasks, we also excluded the first block, as we considered it as time for adaptation of 
the algorithm.  
The Bayesian t-test to assess the evidence for the difference of the mean presentation 
rates per pair revealed decisive evidence for a difference between young (M = 657 ms, SD = 
398) and older adults (M = 1724 ms, SD = 932), as the posterior density (PD) of the age effect 
lies entirely to the left of zero (PD: 0% < 0 < 100%).  
The proportion of responses in each of the three response categories (correct, lure, and 
new items) can be found in Table 7. The critical analysis concerned whether adapting the 
presentation rate of the word pairs resulted in equated WM for bindings between young and 
older adults. For this analysis, we compared the age groups with respect to the item-memory and 
binding-memory parameters derived from the MPT model in Figure 13. Fehler! Verweisquelle 
konnte nicht gefunden werden. shows that the adaptation of presentation rates virtually 
eliminated the age difference in WM binding, as the posterior densities of the WM binding 
parameter of the young and older adults are overlapping. Figure 15 depicts the posterior of the 
age-group difference, showing that the age effect in the mean WM binding parameter is 
concentrated around zero. We predicted greater item memory in the older adults than the young 
adults, as their item memory deficit is assumed to be less pronounced than their binding deficit 
(Mitchell et al., 2000). The difference in the mean WM item parameter supports this hypothesis, 
as the posterior density lies entirely to the left of zero.  
After having ensured equated WM for bindings between age groups, we next examined 
whether the EM binding deficit was also eliminated. The lower panels of Figure 14 and Figure 
15 show that the age difference in EM binding parameter still persisted (posterior mean of the 
age difference = 0.12, highest density interval (HDI) = [0.03, 0.21]). For item memory in EM, 
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the difference in the mean parameter reflects an approximately zero age difference. To ensure 
that this pattern of results cannot be explained by a mere testing effect (i.e., an advantage of 
retrieved over non-retrieved information; Rowling, 2014), we also conducted this analysis using 
EM performance conditionalized on correct WM binding memory. If the pattern is consistent 
between the former and the conditionalized analyses, then the age deficit in EM bindings is 
unlikely to be attributable to any differential retrieval practice that the pairs received in WM. The 
evidence for a remaining age difference in the EM binding parameter persisted in this analysis 
(see Figure 16). 
9.3.3 Discussion 
The goal of Experiment 1 was to investigate the importance of establishing and holding 
bindings in WM to age differences in EM bindings. We successfully equated WM for bindings 
between age groups by adapting the presentation rate of to-be-remembered word pairs. Our 
results show that this did not eliminate the EM deficit in old age. This implies that older adults' 
EM deficit is not entirely caused by a WM deficit at encoding. Nevertheless, by compensating 
the WM deficit, we substantially reduced the age-related EM deficit in comparison to previous 
studies (see the meta-analysis of age differences in EM with effect sizes of >.80 for verbal 
material and recognition tests, Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). Therefore, the EM deficit could 
still be in part due to a binding deficit in WM, as the remaining binding deficit in EM was rather 
small. Alternatively, the results of Experiment 1 could be explained by the common cause 
hypothesis: Age-related deficits in WM and EM could be reflections of a common cause, which 
is partly compensated for by longer encoding time, leading to the reduction in EM binding 
deficits. For instance, both forms of memory might suffer from a similar age-related slowing of 
consolidation, the hypothetical process converting fragile, transient representations into more 
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stable memory representations (Chun & Potter, 1995; Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua, 1998; Wixted, 
2004). 
The goals of Experiment 2 were to test whether the EM associative deficit is in part 
caused by a binding deficit in WM, and to distinguish that hypothesis from the common cause 
hypothesis. According to the WM deficit hypothesis, interference between the word pairs in WM 
causes them to be represented less precisely or less robustly in older adults than in young adults, 
thereby leading to impaired EM representations. Accordingly, increasing the number of word 
pairs (i.e., set size) in WM should have a corresponding detrimental effect on EM. We would 
therefore predict that increasing memory set size leads to poorer performance not only in an 
immediate WM test but also in a subsequent test of EM. Moreover, because WM capacity 
declines in older age  (Hale et al., 2011), we would predict an interaction between set size and 
age group on EM, such that older adults should show worse EM performance than young adults, 
especially as set size increases from a low value (at which both age groups' WM capacity is still 
sufficient to maintain all bindings well) to a value at which the WM of an average young person 
can still accommodate all bindings whereas the WM of older adults begins to struggle. The 
common cause account of the findings of Experiment 1, by contrast, predicts that the critical 
factor for EM performance is the time given to attend to and process the individual pairs, 
independent of how many other pairs are held in WM concurrently. In this case, increasing set 
size while keeping the presentation rate per pair constant should have no effect on EM binding. 
In order to adjudicate between these accounts, in Experiment 2 we varied set size of the tested 
pairs in WM while holding constant the presentation rate of the pairs at that for which WM for 
bindings of three pairs was equal between young and older adults in Experiment 1.  
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9.4 Experiment 2 
9.4.1 Method 
9.4.1.1 Participants 
We recruited a new sample of 30 students (15 female) from the University of Zurich and 
30 healthy older (15 female) adults from the community as participants. They were compensated 
with either 15 Swiss Francs (about 15 USD) or partial course credit for the one-hour experiment.   
Cognitive functioning was screened with the MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975), indicating 
normal cognitive abilities in the sample of older adults (M = 28.82, SD = 1.47, range = 27 – 30). 
As evident by the posterior densities of the age differences in Table 1, the older adults had 
completed fewer years of formal education than the young adult and showed better performance 
in a computerized version of the MWT-B vocabulary test (Lehrl, 2005) than the young adults.  
9.4.1.2 Materials and Procedure 
The materials and procedure for Experiment 2 were very similar to Experiment 1. The 
principal differences were the following: Set size was varied across trials by presenting between 
2 and 6 word pairs per trial. As in Experiment 1, the word pairs were sequentially presented from 
the top to the bottom of the screen. Furthermore, presentation rate was held constant within each 
age group at the mean presentation rates of the first 20 young and 24 older adults from 
Experiment 1, at which young and older adults showed equated WM for bindings for a set of 
three pairs (young = 710 ms and older adults = 1760 ms)8. As in Experiment 1, memory for each 
pair was probed immediately and after a delay. There was one trial of each set size per block, and 
seven blocks in the experiment. 
 
8 These presentation times were derived from the average presentation time per age group from 
the initial sample of 20 younger and 24 older adults. The mean presentation times reported for 
Experiment 1, include additional subjects and are therefore slightly different.  
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9.4.2 Results 
We analyzed the number of correct, lure, and new item responses with the same 
hierarchical MPT model as in Experiment 1 using the TreeBUGS package in the R environment. 
We applied separate MPT models for WM and EM, as well as for each set size level and age 
group. The proportions of responses in the three response categories (correct, lure, and new 
items) are shown in Figure 17. The critical analysis concerned whether increasing interference in 
WM through increased set size decreases EM for bindings, and if so, whether that decrease was 
more pronounced in older than young adults even when using the presentation rates for which 
young and older adults showed equivalent WM binding at one of the lower set sizes (3 pairs) in 
Experiment 1. Figure 18 shows the posterior estimates for the main effect of set size, as well as 
the interaction effect of set size by age, for the parameters of the MPT models.  
Unsurprisingly, increasing the number of to-be-remembered pairs in a trial reduced the 
WM binding performance for those pairs, represented by the change in parameter Pb (PD = 0% < 
0 < 100%). Furthermore, as indicated by the interaction effect, the age-related difference varied 
with set size: young adults showed worse WM binding performance than older adults at set size 
4, 5 and 6 (PD: 98.7% < 0 < 1.3%, PD = 89.6% < 0 < 10.4%, PD: 99% < 0 < 1%, respectively), 
but better WM binding performance than older adults at set size 2 (PD: 5.3% < 0 < 94.7%).  For 
set size 3, the posterior for the age difference was centered on zero (PD: 41.3% < 0 < 58.7%), 
replicating the finding from Experiment 1 of approximately equivalent WM binding performance 
in both age groups at this set size with the given presentation rates.  
The analysis of the parameters for item memory in WM revealed no effect of set size, 
neither for young (PD = 29.2% < 0 < 70.8%) nor for older adults (PD = 36.3% < 0 < 63.7%). For 
the main effect of age, 99.7% of the posterior density lay to the left side of zero, implying – as in 
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Experiment 1 – an age-related benefit for item memory in WM. This means that, after 
compensating for older adults' difficulty with maintaining bindings in WM, their item memory 
was better than that of young adults.  
The analysis of the binding parameter for EM revealed evidence that the age difference 
was rather small, as the posterior density included considerable proportions on both sides of zero 
(PD: 16.5% < 0 < 83.5%). The critical analysis concerned whether set size affected EM in a 
similar way as it affected WM performance of young and old adults. There was, if anything, a 
very small main effect of set size, as the posterior density included considerable proportions on 
both sides of zero (PD:  86.2% < 0 < 13.8%). The difference in parameters between the age 
groups at each set size are shown in Figure 18C. There was evidence for an interaction between 
set size and age (PD: 2.1% < 0 < 97.9%), driven by better EM for bindings of young adults at set 
size 2 & 3 (PD setsize2: 6.5% < 0 < 93.5%, PD setsize3: 7.8% < 0 < 92.2%), whereas EM for bindings 
was equivalent between age groups at larger set sizes (PD setsize4: 47.8% < 0 < 52.2%, PD setsize5 = 
36% < 0 < 64%, PD setsize6: 64.8% < 0 < 35.2%).  
For the parameter of item memory in EM, the analysis revealed no evidence for a main 
effect of set size (PD: 62.6% < 0 < 37.4%), nor a main effect of age (PD: 26.8% < 0 < 73.2%), 
and no evidence for an interaction between them (PD: 64% < 0 < 36%).  
As in Experiment 1, we further ensured that the pattern of results of Experiment 2 was 
not attributable to a mere testing effect. To this end, we analyzed the EM performance also 
conditionalized on whether or not the pairs were correctly remembered during the WM test. The 
analysis confirmed the negligible age deficit in EM binding and item memory when performance 
was conditionalized on accurate WM binding (binding memory: PD: 62.6% < 0 < 37.4%, item 
memory: PD: 58.7% < 0 < 41.3%). Furthermore, the conditionalized analysis similarly showed 
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negligible set-size effects for binding memory and item memory (binding memory: PD: 2.1% < 0 
< 97.9%, item memory: PD: 64% < 0 < 36%).    
 
9.4.3 Discussion 
To summarize, as a successful manipulation check, in Experiment 2 we replicated the 
equated binding performance in WM between young and older adults at set size three with the 
presentation rates from Experiment 1. Also, we replicated the substantive finding of Experiment 
1, namely, that the retention of the bindings in EM was better in young than in older adults at set 
size three, despite the age-related compensation in WM. Furthermore, set size had the expected 
detrimental effect on WM bindings in young and older adults.  
Despite its detrimental effect on both age groups’ WM for bindings, increases in set size 
had no such effect on EM for either age group. Instead, the findings showed that the small age-
related differences of EM bindings at set sizes 2 and 3 disappeared at the larger set sizes, as older 
adults’ EM for bindings slightly increased at higher set sizes, leaving no evidence for an impact 
of age on bindings in EM. 
From the WM deficit hypothesis, we predicted a set-size effect not only on WM but also 
on EM. In addition, we predicted an interaction between set size and age group in EM, such that 
older adults should show worse performance than young adults particularly at higher set sizes 
The above findings refute both predictions, decisively ruling out the WM deficit hypothesis.  Our 
finding that old adults' WM deficit can be compensated for by giving them longer time for 
encoding and consolidating the memory pairs, and that this largely (Experiment 1) or entirely 
(Experiment 2) compensated for their EM deficit, is better explained by the common cause 
hypothesis. Specifically, older adults might be slower in consolidating information in both WM 
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and EM, and this slowing is partially responsible for their reduced binding ability in tests of WM 
as well as EM.  
Experiment 2 yielded one unexpected effect: The set-size effect on WM bindings was 
larger for young adults, resulting in worse WM performance relative to older adults at larger set 
sizes, and somewhat better performance at the smallest set size. This result is surprising in light 
of a recent study by Read (2016) showing that increases in set size similarly impaired feature-
location and feature-feature bindings in younger and older adults. That said, our results are in 
line with findings from Boujut & Clarys (2016). We can only offer a speculative post-hoc 
explanation for this interaction of set size with age: We compensated the age-related WM 
binding deficit by giving older adults substantially more time for encoding each pair. We 
tentatively concluded that this time is used to consolidate bindings better in both WM and EM. 
Perhaps the longer presentation time is used primarily for establishing better memory 
representations in EM, with relatively little effect on WM. In addition to improving delayed 
memory, better EM representations could also assist performance in the immediate test (intended 
to measure WM). As a consequence, older adults' performance on the WM test would rely more 
strongly on EM than that of younger adults. As EM is not affected by set size, this would result 
in a flatter set-size effect in the WM-test performance of older compared to younger adults.  
9.5 General Discussion 
The goal of the present study was to investigate the importance of maintaining bindings 
in WM for age-related EM deficits, especially the disproportionate associative deficit in older 
age. Using a novel paradigm that adapted the presentation rate of word pairs for young and older 
adults, we equated WM for bindings and subsequently observed a small but persistent EM 
binding deficit in older adults in Experiment 1. Further, the results of Experiment 2 were 
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incompatible with the WM deficit hypothesis, suggesting instead that inefficiency at encoding or 
during consolidation of memory traces may cause a more general age-related deficit in retaining 
bindings in WM and EM alike, in line with the common cause hypothesis.  
The finding that memory set size, although strongly affecting WM performance, had no 
effect on subsequent EM for the same information for either age group contradicts the WM 
deficit hypothesis that has been advanced in previous work. For example, Hara & Naveh-
Benjamin (2015) simulated the age-related associative deficit in EM by having young adults 
encode materials under divided attention, and they interpreted their result as consistent with the 
WM deficit hypothesis, such that an associative deficit in WM causes EM associative deficits in 
older adults. The present investigation questions this claim and suggests an alternative 
explanation: Instead of simulating a WM deficit, the divided attention manipulation reduced the 
time available for encoding, and therefore impaired young adults’ EM to a similar extent as a 
naturally occurring encoding deficit of old adults.  
Although the current results rule out the hypothesis that WM binding deficits cause EM 
deficits in older adults, they leave us with a new question: Which process did older adults in our 
experiments engage during their longer encoding time to reduce their deficit in both the WM and 
the EM tests? One possibility could be that older adults invested the increased encoding time to 
use (more) normatively effective strategies, such as elaboration. Findings from Bailey, Dunlosky, 
and Hertzog (2009) speak against this notion: These researchers showed that young and older 
adults report a similar prevalence of normatively effective strategies during WM tasks. In 
contrast, measures of processing speed accounted for a substantial proportion of the age-related 
variance in WM performance.  
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Our findings are consistent with the general slowing hypothesis (Salthouse, 1996; for an 
overview see Hartley, 2006), which proposes reduced processing speed to account for age-
related differences in cognitive functions. The general slowing hypothesis emerged from 
consistent observations that older participants show longer reaction times to respond to stimuli, 
which supposedly represents slowing of perceptual, motor, and cognitive processes. Although 
slowing as common cause for age-related deficits in many tasks is attractive for its parsimony, it 
has long been debated what actually causes the phenomenon. For example, one could interpret 
the present results as consistent with the slowing of consolidation, such that older adults 
differentially struggle to create stable memory representations and require more time to do so 
compared to younger adults, thereby causing binding deficits in WM and EM. However, the 
current study cannot dissociate whether general cognitive slowing or a more specific slowing of 
processes such as consolidation cause the age-related binding deficit.  
Furthermore, although our results are in line with the general slowing hypothesis, they do 
not strongly support this interpretation because other interpretations are just as plausible. For 
instance, it has been shown that older adults suffer from more neural noise, and therefore create 
less distinctive representations between successively presented pairs (Noack, Lövdén, & 
Lindenberger, 2012). As a result, the pairs are encoded with more overlapping representations, 
and at retrieval, the probe cues other words in the trial in addition to the actual target. This would 
cause binding memory impairments while leaving intact memory for items. For the current study, 
longer processing time could have led to more distinct, less noisy representations given the 
greater temporal separation of the pairs. This would result in better distinctiveness of the material, 
thereby reducing the binding deficit of the older adults. At larger set sizes the additional time 
may be particularly useful to engage in differential encoding (i.e., forming representations of the 
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word pairs in the memory set that emphasize the differences between them). Accordingly, what 
may appear at first glance as a general slowing deficit could instead reflect more time to engage 
in specific processes that may be deficient in older age, such as greater use of normatively 
effective strategies, consolidation of traces into stable representations, and reduction of 
representational overlap. 
The current research is also relevant to previous work that has considered variation of 
presentation time to examine age deficits in WM. For example, Oberauer and Kliegl (2001) 
applied an adaptive algorithm (Kaernbach, 1991) similar to our Experiment 1 to vary 
presentation rates for young and older subjects in a WM updating task. They showed that WM 
capacity limits of the old adults could not be fully compensated by increasing encoding and 
updating times, as the young adults benefited from longer times too, and reached a higher 
asymptotic performance level with increasing time for each updating step. These findings 
indicate that age deficits in binding cannot be solely attributed to slower encoding or 
consolidation. Other work has similarly tried to compensate for the age-related memory deficit 
by increasing encoding time but has not managed to fully do so. A study by Sander and 
colleagues (Sander, Werkle-Bergner, & Lindenberger, 2011) showed WM performance of older 
adults increased with longer presentation rates; nevertheless, the older adults did not reach the 
level of the young adults’ performance. The failure to fully compensate the age-related WM 
deficit could have occurred because they chose fixed longer presentation rates for older 
compared to younger adults, rather than adaptively varying presentation rates as in the current 
study. The choice of the presentation rate for older adults might just not have been slow enough 
to fully compensate their WM deficit. Two further recent studies investigated the effects of 
encoding time on WM bindings in young and old adults: Rhodes et al. (2016) found no 
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differential effect of longer (2500ms) compared to shorter (900ms) encoding time on WM 
binding performance of older adults. Similarly, Brown et al. (2017) found that although older 
adults profited more than young adults from a longer encoding time overall, age-related visual 
binding deficits in WM persisted at both short (900 ms) and longer (1500 ms) encoding durations. 
The findings of these studies do not conflict with our results as these studies’ procedures allowed 
both age groups a fixed amount of additional time at encoding, which also permits the young 
adults to improve their bindings in WM. This is different to our approach here, where we 
calibrated the encoding time to compensate the older adults’ lower performance. Another 
difference between the present study and that of Brown et al. (2017) could be the use of different 
stimuli (i.e., binding of shape and color vs. pairs of unrelated words): meta-analytic evidence 
suggests the age-related associative deficit is smaller for verbal compared with visuospatial 
materials (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). Accordingly, visuospatial memoranda may require an 
even larger adjustment of encoding time for older adults to compensate for their relatively larger 
binding deficit. 
 In summary, the present study tested the causal role of WM for the age-related binding 
deficit in EM. The results ruled out the WM deficit hypothesis that asserts that the binding deficit 
is due to a deficit to establish and maintain bindings in WM. Instead, the evidence was congruent 
with a common cause of both deficits. One plausible candidate for this common cause lies in less 
efficient encoding and consolidation processes in older age. 
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Table 6 Sample Description (means (and standard deviations)) of Experiment 1 and 2 
Experiment Age Group Age years of education vocabulary 
1 Younger 24.06 (3.77) 14.70 (3.07) 77.07 (13.22) 
 
Older 71.26 (3.98) 13.81 (3.40) 86.29 (3.43) 
 
PDage-effect - 16.9% < 0 < 83.1%  99.9% < 0 < 0.1% 
          
2 Younger 24.86 (2.88) 15.84 (3.08) 77.90 (14.26) 
 
Older 71.24 (3.71) 13.66 (4.54) 85.27 (6.95) 
 
PDage-effect - 3.1% < 0 < 96.9%  98.7 % < 0 < 1.3% 
        
Note. The posterior density (PD) of the age effects. Zero represents the point of no age 
differences, and the percentages indicate how much of the estimated effect's posterior 
distribution lies below and above 0. Values below 0 reflect an advantage of older adults whereas 
positive values indicate a younger adults advantage.  
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Table 7 Percent of responses per category in Experiment 1.  
Memory test Age Group Correct Lure New 
WM Younger 66.47 (4.36) 20.97 (4.11) 12.56 (2.88) 
Older 69.14 (7.04) 23.71 (7.4) 7.14 (4.41) 
EM Younger 61.81 (9.7) 25.61 (7.18) 12.58 (4.33) 
 Older 55.43 (8.94) 31.71 (8.57) 12.86 (7.13) 
Note. The standard deviation is marked in parentheses. 
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Figure 12 A representation of the paradigm used in Experiments 1 and 2. 
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Figure 13 Multinomial-process tree (MPT) model for memory of bindings in Experiments 1 and 2. See 
section Measuring Binding and Item Memory for details.  
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Figure 14 Posterior distributions of the parameters of the MPTs for young and older adults of Experiment 1. The 
horizontal lines represent the 95% highest density intervals. 
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Figure 15 Posterior distributions of differences of mean the parameters between the age groups of 
Experiment 1. The mode with its respective highest density intervals reflect the effect size of any 
age difference. The dotted line indicates the point of no age differences, and the percentages 
indicates the credibility interval of the difference. Values below 0 reflect an advantage for the older 
adults. 
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Figure 16 Posterior distributions of differences of mean the parameters between the age groups 
conditionalized on correct binding memory in WM of Experiment 1. The dotted line indicates the 
point of no age differences, and the percentages indicates the credibility interval of the difference. 
Values below 0 reflect an advantage for the older adults. 
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Figure 17 Proportion of responses per category in WM and EM of young and older adults in Experiment 
2. The error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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Figure 18 (A) Posterior estimates of the main effects of Set Size and (B) Posterior estimates of the 
interaction effects of set size with age-group of Experiment 2. Values above zero represent a stronger 
effect for young than for old adults. (C) Difference in posterior estimates of the parameter for binding 
memory in EM between the age groups per set size. Values above zero reflect an advantage for young 
adults. The red line characterizes the point of no evidence for an effect. The error bars represent the 
highest density regions.  
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